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CHAPTER 1 
IHTROPUCTIOH

The question has often arisen whether the method* used in teach
ing bookkeeping sad accounting were as successful a* they might be or 
whether some other approach to the elementary work in these fields 
might not be used to better advantage. The experiment upon which this 
thesis is based is the result of an attempt to find a partial answer to 
this question. The Cost Approach1 was designed and used in the elemen
tary courses in accounting at the Korth Dakota School of Forestry* This 
was a new method of approaching the field of bookkeeping and accounting 
used to determine whether through it the students were better able to 
master the material involved, and whether they were more successful in 
pursuing advanced courses than those who had the elementary work pre
sented to then through one of the older approaches.

The Experiment
The writer experimented during the three academic years; 1933-33, 

1933-34, and 1934-36, with the Cost Approach to elementary bookkeeping 
and accounting in his classes at the North Dakota School of Forestry, 
and he takes this means of offering his experience to others. It is not 
Intended to present the Cost Approach as an established procedure, but 
rather to report the observations of one instructor who has been experi
menting with It.

In the first place, it will be well to explain the conditions

1 Suggested by Professor Littleton's article, A Cost Approach to 
Elementary Bookkeeping, in the Accounting Review for March, 1931, and 
also in conference with Professor Littleton during the summer of 1931 
at the University of Illinois,
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under which the experiment was conducted. The school is a Junior College* 
offering both vocation;;! and Junior college work. Its year is divided 
into three quarters of twelve weeks each. The work in accounting was in 
charge of the writer* who net the various classes in the subject five 
periods a week for a fifty rainate session each time. In addition to the 
class period* all students were expected to spend an hour each day in 
the accounting laboratory.

At the beginning of each year two classes were established* One 
used the "30th Century College Mltlon Accounting*" and the other used 
material prepared by the instructor based upon the Cost Approach idea.
At the end of the first quarter the two classes were combined* and the 
text "Sl<&ientrry Accounting" by Streightoff was adopted. Only a brief 
survey of the early chapters of this text was taken during the first 
part of the second quarter* after which the class covered the remaining 
Chapters of the text by the end of the school year.

In each year of the experiment the two classes were of approxi
mately equal intelligence (Tables 1 and 3)* yet It is the belief of the 
writer that the group which hod been Introduced to the subject of ac
counting via the Cost Approach was bettor able to handle the advanced 
work than were those taught by the other method. This statement Is 
made with due respect for the text published by the South Western 
Publishing Company. It is an exoellent text and is widely used* yet 
the newer approach seems to give the students an understanding of the 
fundamental principles of the subject which were not acquired .hen the 
old method was used.
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One possible reason for the superior results obtained throupfc 
the nee of the Cost Appro at* which should be token Into consideration, 
Is that possibly wore effort was expended upon the classes using the 
newer approach by the instructor. If so, it was unconsciously done, 
for no attempt was made to give one class more attention, or to devote 
mare time to one than to the other.

This use of the Cost Approach was not an attempt to teach "Cost 
finding* oe such, but rather to introduce the students to the subject 
through the use of simple logic in the interrelation of the mein ac
counts in factory bookkeeping. In our other methods of atmroaoh the 
student is too often told, "do it this way, you will understand why 
later," If the student can only be taught to understand as he goes 
along, the advanced work in the subject will be more easily grasped.
It was with this idea in mind, that the work of the instructor In 
charge was guided.
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Table 1
Average Mental Scores of Students by Claeses**

Class Claeses Using the Classes Using the 20th
of
Tear Number of Average Humber of Average

Mental Sflini
1932-33 16 36.2 6 33.3
1933-34 10 36.4 7 36.3
1934-36 12 38.1 17 41.9
Total 38 30
Average

^She Average Mental Score was secured from the results obtained 
on the Otis Self-Administering tests of Mental Ability - Higher Exam
ination, Form A. These results obtained on the Otis Self-Mrainistering 
test of Mental Ability were secured from the files of Mr, Boy Crinnell 
who was in charge of Mental Ability testing at the North Dakota School 
of Forestry during the years covered by this experiment. Ko attempt 
was taade to reduce these scores to the I {* of the students because of 
the following comment of Mr, Crinnells "Intelligence Quotients are 
unavailable after the age of fifteen. After that age there is no 
agreement upon the validity of the quotient figures. The beet we can 
do then is to give the scores made in the Otis teat, and a table of 
comparisons with the scores mode by students throughout the country 
at large." The table of comparison with the scores made by students 
throughout the country at large la omitted because the intelligence 
rating is herein used only for a comparison of the two groups used 
in the experiment and the scores on the Otis test serve for this 
comparison.
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TuW® 3
Individual Mental Scores of All students

Ptepasa, ik lM , *ftp Past Jtoaaaafa iajMflfta. .tiaAaKjfta.I^JttiJEaatourcr '^arnachStudent Mental
Score

Student
Kutsber

Mental
Score

1 63 1 60
3 63 3 55
3 59 3 55
4 50 4 49
3 48 5 48
6 47 6 48
7 46 9 47
8 45 8 47
9 43 9 46

10 42 10 45
11 42 11 45
13 41 13 44
13 40 13 39
14 40 14 39
13 40 IS 38
16 40 16 37
17 40 17 36
18 40 18 36
19 39 19 36
20 38 20 35
21 36 21 33
32 33 22 31
33 33 23 31
34 33 34 30
36 29 25 29
26 39 26 28
37 28 27 27
38 28 38 25
29 28 29 21
30 27 30 31
31 37
33 26
33 35
34 31
35 21
36 21
37 21
38 13

Average 36.4 38.7
Rtma._________ ........lifciaaL,,. — -— 2i=m_____
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CHAFTKR 2
A SHOHT HISTORY OK VARIOUS METHODS OF APPROACH 

Several methods of approach to the study of elementary bookkeeping 
and accounting here been used at various times during the long evolution 
of the study.

Table 3
Approaches Used In Presenting Bookkeeping end Accounting

The Apprentice System Unknown Earliest date unknown

The Journal Approach Luoas Pacioli
In use up to the 
present time 
1494 to present

The Ledger Approach Unknown Middle of 19th Gen-
The Balance Sheet 
Approach Charles Sprague

stay to present 
1880 to present

Tto Coat AaffifQfifih_________Ik.iU,Jiatea...... ____JL2.3I.jta, 1324_________
Apprentice System

The first was what might be termed the apprentice system. Little 
is known as to where this system of training originated, but It is known 
that It has existed for many centuries and is still being used today. 
Many of the accountants in England follow it in training young men.
There are numerous examples of it in our own country, although it earns 
to be used less and less as our schools are becoming more successful in 
training men in boo keening and accounting. In this method a young men 
was placed in the office of an accountant, where he learned by practic
ing under the direction of the accountant in charge. Formerly for this 
service, the accountant was usually paid by the father or by the young 
men himself a contracted sum for allowing the apprentice to secure the
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training to this way. In the beginning this was more or lose to the 
nature of bondage (that la the young men was the * (servant* of the ac
countant sad there was no way to which he could escape). Hie work 
usually consisted of doing the undesirable, uninteresting routine work 
for the accountant to connection with the job in process and also the 
menial tasks around the office and home of the employer. As time went 
on, the idea of servitude became less, nevertheless, we most recognise 
the fact that at least for the last three (the period was usually four) 
years of the apprenticeship the * student* was of value to the account
ant as an assistant - yet the accountant received the pey. Gradually 
this plan was changed until now we usually find the apprentice receiv
ing a small salary during his period of training. It is interesting 
that when tills approach was used the student learned to do or learned 
“how* but seldom "why.*

The Journal Approach
In the early texts what might be termed the j oumd approach was 

used. This method was arranged al ter the pattern laid down by the ap
prentice system. The greatest difference from the apprentice system was 
that the materiel was now available for use to the classroom in a text
book fora Instead of being presented orally in the office of the account
ant. It will be noticed that it was stated "was available for use in 
the classroom? not was used to the classroom. The authors of the first 
texts wrote them with the idea to mind that they should be used by 
march ants as manuals to aid to keeping their records. In the small 
business organisations at that time few business laen would find it 
accessary to employ one or more persons to do nothing but keep records,

7
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as we find today. It wasn’t -until the last of the nineteenth century 
that business had grown to a sufficient else to stoke it necessary to ei*- 
ploy specialists for this purpose only. This does not mean that there 
were not men who specialised in accounting prior to that time. Those 
who were in the field secured their knowledge by studying the hooks 
which were available* or by becoming an apprentice to one already profi
cient in the field. There were not many In this work until after the 
beginning of the twentieth century.

Zt is Interesting to find that the first book written on book-
keeping and accounting was written by an Italian.

•Sven during the first part of the sixteenth century, one- 
fourth of all the books printed came from one city only, i.e., 
Tonics in Italy. Therefore a book produced from loose type 
in 1494 in Venice, most have been among the very first printed, 
and its subject mat have been at that time of such prime im
portance as to make it worthy of being among the first to be 
published. The oldest treatise which has dome down to us 
either printed or written on the subject of bookkeeping, is in
cluded aa a part of a rather large printed volume on arithmetic 
fund geometry. This volume was published in November, 1494, in 
Venice, Italy. Zt has been used considerably by later writers 
on the subject of arithmetic and geometry, and is mentioned in 
numerous works of bibliographers, both ancient and modern. The 
title 1st *9wam do Arithmetics Ceoaetriu Proportion! e 
Proportionalita." Bookkeeping is treated in Part one. Section 
9, Treatise 11, under the chapter title of "Particular!* Cosrmtls 
et Scripturis," which translated would meant ’Particulars of 
Rockoning and Their Recording* .*
"The exact name of the author cannot be established definitely 
from this work, as his full name does not appear on the title 
page nor anywhere else. The author calls himself in this book 
Prater Incas de Burge Sancti Sepulchri, which translated into 
English may be called Brother Lucas of the City of the Holy 
Sepluchre. The City of the Holy Sepulchre, or Sancti, is a 
city in the northern part of Italy near Venice. On page 67-2, 
line 5, of Prater Lucas' book "Sussaa de Arithmetica," he states

^Geljsbeck, J. B. Ancient Bouble-lJniry Bookkeeping.Published 
by John B. Geijsbeck, Denver, Colorado, 1914, p. 8.
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that about 1470 JUS. ho dedicated & certain book to his students 
named Baxtolo, Francesco* find Paulo, the throe sons of a promi
nent merchant of Venice maned (Anronio&e) Rompiasi. From other 
writings and other evidence, bibliographers hare cone to the con- 
clue ion through their researches ttyat the real name of this 
"Prater Lucas" was Loeas Pacioli.

Pacioli spent cost of the pages of his hooks in telling "why" in
stead of "how," a characteristic of his which was not adopted by those 
writers immediately following him, yet he did give a few examples of 
entries in his memorandum hook and of the method of transferring these 
to the Journal (Illustration 1) hut illustrations are noticeably absent 
from his work.

Illustration l3
Lucas Pacioli* s Journal Entries

of these purchases, 1 will give you here an example and how the 
transaction with the said office must be recorded In the Journal 
and in the Ledger. First, you will express yourself in the 
memorandum book in the following mannert
I (or we), on this day above mentioned have bought of Mr. 3ue» 
Antonia, of Messina, so many boxes of Palermo sugar end so many 
loaves of the net weight - that is, without the boxes, wrappers, 
ropes and straw - so many pounds at so many ducats per hundred;
I deduct for what is due to the Ueesetarla at the rate of so 
much per cent., so many ducats, gross!, picloll, etc. The 
broker wee Mr. Kuan de Galordi; net value, so many ducats, 
gross!, pioioll, paid in cash.
The same should be entered in the Journal in the following

banner!
For Palermo sugar. A cash. Cush paid, to 
Mr. ftttnn Antonio of Messina for so many 
boxes and so many loaves, of the net weight 
that is, without the boxes, wrappers, ropes 
(md straw - so many pounds; at so many 
ducats per hundred, it amounts to bo many 
ducats; X deduct that is due to the Mess-

^p. cit. p. 8. 
ti0p. cit. pp. 53-54,
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etcrla at bo much per cent., so many 
ducats, etc. net residue, so may ducata,
etc. She Broker was Mr. Kuan de ttailardi. L..«* S..«* G.,,i P...
In the Ledger you shall make the entries as follows*

Palermo sugar debit (doe dare or shall give) 
cash. Cash paid to Mr. ^uan Antonio of Messina 
for so assay boxes ond so many loaves, weighting, 
net so many pounds, at eo m  ay ducats per hundred, 
which amounts to - Page It L..., 8..., G . P . . .
Thin early fora of entry making has boon Modernised so that the 

same information ary be recorded in & less complicated form (lllua* 
tratlon 3).

Xllustrfetlon 2
Journal iintry an Made Today

Purchases (for the sugar and loaves) $0000.00
Broker* ig© (tor the amount paid the broker? 00.00

Cash for the mount paid $0000.00
©O record the purchase of sugar and 
loaves and the amount of the 
brokerage thereon.

The jwurcheae order, Invoice or sales ticket has come to take the 
place of the memorandum book in most cases end the journal entry would 
be posted to a ledger therein the *T* account arrangement was uwed.

Although tola Is not a history of the early texts* it is Interest
ing to compare the journal entries of toe Fifteenth Century with those 
of today. The point to be emphasised is that In this approach the 
student learned to journalise transactions. The basis o f his analysis 
w&s the simple rule* "debit that which we receive} credit that which 
we give.* IJ5hla Is not a modern rule but has been adopted from the 
early writers along with toe form of the journal. Paeloli stated the 
same rule in hie early text on double-entry bookkeeping.4 The student

^Op. elt. p. 72.

10
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received a long list of transactions la the form  o f dehits and credits 
which ho used as models la solving simple problems* Probably the great
est difficulty encountered in  using this plan was that the student 
"learned to do" bat "knew not why he was doing," As a result* when new 
transactions were introduced it was necessary for him to hisve a new 
model before he could attempt to record than, teaching of bookkeeping 
by this method was merely the leading of the student in the footstep® 
of the bookkeeper, "teaching woo little more than a pedagogy of precept

ftad example,'1
The Ledger Approach

About the middle of the nineteenth century the ledger approach 
wes developed, Here the student learned the purpose of the usual ac
counts rad their plus tad minus character!« ties. Ifhe usual method of 
presenting material to the student In this approndh was to select 
severe1 of the principal accounts and discuss each one of them separate
ly (Illustration 3), tTsually the cash account was the accepted model 
to be the first introduced because the average student h>sd received 
and paid cash* and could better understand why the receipts were 
placed on one side and the payment* on the other side of the same ac
count.

Littleton, A. C. & P M & J m z m S k  
Accounting Review, March 1931,
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Illustration 3
g

Gash Account as Used In the ledger Jtrmroadh

the object of this account is to show a record of all trana- 
actions In which cash is received and peld, and the br lance 
on hand. Cash is money or any coa»aerci,-.l paper that idle 
banka will accept at Ite face value as money. The latter 
includes personal checks* bank drafts* cashier*s chocks, 
post office and express money orders* and traveler’s chocks.

Debit the Gash Account! Credit the Cash Accounts!
For cash invested at the begin- For cash paid with currency 
ning of the business. or by check.
For cash received.
the balance of this account shows the amount of cosh on hand; 
this m y  be in the safe* in the bonk* or a port in ouch piece. 
It is shown as & current asset on the Balance Sheet.
To close the Cash account. This account is usually closed at 
the end of each month and the balance brought down on the debit 
side on the setae page* or transferred to a new page. When 
closed* the balance together with the data of closing and the 
word 'Balance* is entered on the credit side with red Ink* the 
account ruled with single and double red linos and footed with 
block ink as in Illustration Ho. 1. The balance is carried 
down on the debit side under date of the neat business day as 
in Illustration Ho. 1* or entered on the debit side of the 
Cash account on & new page.

Jan. n r 2,000 00 Jan. 4 20 00
6 30 00 5 192 00
9 10 DO 6 77 30
12 30 00 13 100 00
13 40 00s 20 34 96
18 35 00 34 135 00
30 £50 00 30 150 00
24 15 00{ 31 60 00
26 4 25- it nee 1; SHI 50
27 42 SO
39 50 00

-2*306 2*306 75
Eflku-uJL Balance J a M Z M

SBfcsker, Jojaaes W. 20th Century Bookkeeping and Accounting. 
Southwestern Publishing Co. 1917. (In later editions by B/ker, the 
Balance Sheet approach was used.)
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This Illustration of the cash account was followed by the expler - 
tion of each of the entries in the account.

Such a pl»n woe better than either of the others presented thus 
far because the individual learned a few of the "whya." After he 
learned the various accounts» their uses, and the difference between 
debit and credit* he was reedy to follow the footsteps of an accountant 
in making entries directly in the ledger. Modern accountancy practice 
does not approve such a  procedure se it was then necessary to master the 
fundamentals of the books of original entry. Though better than other 
approaches used this ledger approach required much more time of the 
student in securing the principles of bookkeeping and accounting* for It 
was necessary for him to take each ledger account and roaster the debit 
and credit characteristics. Instead of learning fundamental rules which 
apply to all accounts he was forced to learn the detail characteristics 
of each account.

The Balance Sheet Approach
In the second decade of the twentieth century a fourth approach 

was introduced which might be called the balance sheet approach. This 
was probably an outgrowth of the M equation presentation" used by 
Charles K. Sprague7 as early as 1880, and which ho more fully developed 
in 1907. In the Journal approach the journal entry was regarded os the 
central fact in bookkeeping.

"The equivalence between debit and credit was treated as ite 
fundamental principle. But that is formal. Double-entry 
bookkeeping might exist, with practically all its benefits to

7Sprague, Charles K. Member of the faculty of the School of 
Business of Hew York University.
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business, without debits or credits. Sprague shows that the 
bookkeeper is not interested in a mere game of matching debits 
and credits, but that he is concerned in preserving an accurate 
record of assets, of liabilities, and of the changing proprietor
ship. Re presents to the student en explanation of technique which 
relates itself to en obviously desirable ends knowledge of the 
status and the progress of the business, grouping ell around the 
balance sheet, * the ground work of all accountancy, the origin and 
the terminus of every account.**8

Vp to the time of Sprague* I work the student was confused by the 
rule "debit that which is received* for in the case of a loss by fire 
end similar transactions, just what did the business receive? It Is 
evident that the various assets destroyed by the fire were given up, 
hence must be credited, but what did the business receive which might 
be debited?

“The naive thinker has difficulty in discovering the thing re
ceived, although tide sophisticated student of bookkeeping rules, 
posit an imaginary person called "profit and loss,’* or "loss 
by fire,” seated on a pile of ashes who receives the burned 
property, and him he debits. In most bookkeeping texts the 
attempt at a single rule leads ultimately, not merely to 
gymnastics and confusion but to contradiction end absurdity.
Rut Sprague has emphasised the fact that debits means addition 
in one class of account and subtraction in the other two 
classes. From this he shows that in each of the nine ossible 
combinations occurring in bookkeeping entries, a debit always 
is accompanied by a corresponding credit - a convenient check 
on accuracy rather than a principle. And the result is not 
merely a rule-of-thumb, not merely a clear and correct state- 
meat, but an explanation which le expressed in terms significant 
to the desired result of all bookkeeping.
"The older explanation trained the student to look upon entries 
in the books as a series of records of receivings and of givings, 
not always dear as to whether the recipient was an abstract 
"business," or the person named at the top of the account. After 
working throng a month or a year, recording esoteric receipts 
which apparently have nothing to do with business interest, the 
Undent performed a mysterious process called * closing the books* 
(accompanied with certain cabalistic marks, always in red ink.

fyj&tfieia, Henry Rand. Introductory Notes to the 1823 Edition 
Sprague* s The Philosophy of Accounts, written as & tribute to Charles 
B. Sprague.
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or the magic would not m ilk ) , «nd behold, instead of a simple 
record of receivings ?nd givings there would appear •Assets, 
Liabilities, sad Met Worth.* Sprague avoids this fantastic ap
proach to bookkeeping. Entries are made because every business 
man desires a record of assets* liabilities, and proprietorship, 
and the conventions by which positive and negative items are 
recorded being explained, the whole process becomes rationalized 
and intelligible.*9
Sprague started his work with the equation "Assets - Liabili

ties - Proprietorship*10 and developed It into the rules which follow
*@4. Any occurrence most be either m  increase or a decrease 
of values, and there are three dosses of value* hence there 
are six possible occurrences:
1. Increase of Assets
2. Decrease of Assets
3. Increase of Liabilities
4. Decrease of Liabilities
8. Increase of Proprietorship 
6. Decrease of Proprietorship
85. Balances of assets belong on the debit (left) side; 
therefore increases ere debits and decreases are credits.
66. Balances of liabilities are credits; therefore in
creases of liabilities are credits and decreases are debits.
57. Balance® of proprietorship are credits; therefore 
increases of proprietorship are credits and decreases are 
debits.
56. Me have therefore the six possible occurrences dis
tributed as follows under debits and credits:

69. Be have now to show that in every transaction at least 
two of the occurrences must appear ; nd that they must be on 
opposite sides of the above list. Shis may be done by going 
through the list end taking up each of the six.

90p. clt. p. xix.
10Spragu®, Charles 8. Th* Bomald

Press Company, 1922, p. 32.

Debits
Entries on left side

Credits
Entries, on right side

Increase of Assets 
Decrease of Liabilities
Decrease of Proprietorship

Decrease of Assets 
Increase of Liabilities 
Increase of Proprietorship
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1. Increase of Assets .......... . . . . .
Debit Increase of assets must either correspond*

(to decrease of assets*
Credit (to Increase of liabilities* or 

(to increase of proprietorship*
We cannot got something for nothing; but the something 
given in the third case is not a material something but a 
service of some kind.
Increase in proprietorship by giving service is called 
'earnings' or 'income.*
3. Decrease of Assets . . . . . . . . . .  .............

Credit Decrease of assets most either correspond;
(to increase of assets 

Debit (to decrease of liabilities* or
(to decrease of proprietorship.

3. Increase of liability . . . . . . .  ............ . . .
Credit Increase of liability most be attended either;

(by increase of onsets* or 
Debit (by decrease of liabilities, or 

(by decrease of proprietorship.
4. Decrease of liability ...............................

Debit Decrease if liability involves either*
(decrease of assets* or 

Credit (increase of liability * or 
(increase of proprietorship.

6. Increase of Proprietorship..................... .
Credit Increase of proprietorship corresponds to*

(increase of assets* or 
Debit (decrease of liability.

6. Decrease of Proprietorship.........................
Debit Decrease of proprietorship is either:

(decre&se of assets* or 
Credit (increase of liabilities.

It is thus established that any entry to the debit* or left 
side* calls for a like amount on the credit side* and vice 
versa."11

Sprague next derives a formula similar to "Assets - liabilities 
-f Proprietorship? but stated in terms which everyone can understand* re-

clt. pp. 33—26,
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gardloss of whether they know what is meant by asset, liability, or 
proprietorship. This formula 1b * What Belongs to *»+ that 1b owing 
to aosVfeat le Claimed froa ms+What is Unclaimed.*12 13 14

Charles Sprague developed hie whole text from formulae such as 
those stated above sad it was frost these formulas that the bi lance 
sheet approach va« developed. Finney12 used this approach in his text 
published In 1924 and has continued to use it in each of the revisions 
up to the present tine. He starts his text with & balance sheet using 
terms familiar to everyone (Illustration 4).

Then to explain the difference between the toms used in this 
Illustration and the terete used by an accountant (Illustration 5) he 
states, "bookkeepers and accountants hove standard names for the 
various assets and liabilities. ®he dhow cases, scales, refrigerator, 
©to., are called Furniture and Fixtures; the delivery automobile is 
called Salivary K'tttipments the merchandise on hand is called Merchandise 
Inventory, simply Inventory; the amounts due from customers for goods 
sold to them on account, are called Accounts Receivable; the ? mounts 
due to wholesale houses and other creditors for goods purchased from 
them on account ore called Accounts Payable.*

Hr. Finney then went on to explain the various items included in 
the balance sheet and from there reverted to the books of original entry, 
adopting what has berm described us the Journal develoresent.

12Ibid. p. 36.
13Fiim©y, H. A. Professor of Accounting, Northwestern University.
14Pimwy, h . A. tem m &kM L .yja»dj&ra. .aflft 

Henry Hold & Co. 1934 p. 3.
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Illustration 415
Balance Sheet Using Familiar Terminology 

William King
Statement of Assets and Liabilities 

December 31, 1921
Assets*

Land $' 800.00
Store Building 6,000.00
Show oases, Scales, Kefrlgerator ,Ktc. 975.00
Delivery Automobile 880.00
Merchandise on Hand 12,725.00
Da® from Customers for Goods Sold 938.00 
Cash on Hand - 210.00 $23,195.00

Liabilities:
Due to Wholesale Houses for Goods Purchases 1.350.00

Het Worth $20,345.00

Illustration 515
Balance Sheet Using Accounting Terminology

Statement of Assets and Liabilities
December 31, 1921

Liabilities end Capital 
Accounts Payable $ 1,880.00 
William King,Capital 20,346.00

i 32,195.00

Assets
Lend $ 600.00
Store Building 6,000.00
Furniture and Fixtures 975.00 
Delivery Equipment 850.00
Merchandise Inventory 12,725.00 
Accounts Receivable 935.00 
Cash 210.00

$23,195.00

x®ihiA. p. a
p. 4,
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of tha American Association of University Instructors la Accounting.
Hers he suggested this new approach in hopes of challenging someone to 
experiment with it. His lecture was reproduced in the Accounting Bariev 
for March 1931. It was in conference with Professor Littleton that the 
writer received the suggestion and encouragement for the conducting of 
the experiment described in Chapter 1.

Professor Howard B. Noble, Chairman of the Department of Economies, 
University of California at Loo Angeles, spoke on the some subject at the 
Seventeenth Annual Convention of the American Association of University 
Instructors in Accounting, on December 38, 1933. His address was pub
lished in the Account lag Review for March 1933, He further developed 
the idea but hao not experimented with it in the classroom.

18The articles of these two men and the one of the writer are all 
that hove been written on the subject; mid, as far as is known, only the 
one experiment described herein has bean attempted, therefore it ie 
quite ovidant that this study is not being presented ou a finished 
product, but only as a report on the observation of the one who has con
ducted classes wing this new approach.

Summary
In the past there hove been four principal approaches to present

ing bookkeeping and accounting to beginning students; namely, the ap
prentice system, the journal approach, the ledger approach, and the 
bidoace sheet approach.

_____________________  20

lapiaton, R. H. SMJ2as3LtomarjV Accounting Review,
December, 1933.
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We know little of the apprentice system other than that it is 

©till in use in nooe planes today, and that by it we man that a young 
men Is placed in the office of an aceouatmt or bookkeeper where he 

learned hy practicing moor the direction of the m m  in charge of the 
office. In the beginning this was more or less a bondage (that is the 
young man was the servant of the accountant end there was no way in tfoich 

he could escape). His woric consisted of doing the undesirable, un

interesting routine work for the accountant in connection with the Job 
in progress sad also the Menial tasks around the office and ham  o f the 
employer. As time went on the idea of servitude became lose, but we 

mat recognise the fact that at least for the last three years of ap
prenticeship the * student* was of Value iround the office yet the sum in 

charge received the pay.

In the Journal approach, the first lessons related to determining 
the accounts debited end accounts credited frost the transactions with & 
brief explanation so that anyone who took bookkeeping would know that the 
correct titles had been indicated. It was necessary at first to set up 
rules for determining debits and credits. It was assessed that the student 
must learn debits and credits in order to apply the principles of double
entry bookkeeping.

She third approach to be mentioned was the ledger approach. Ihis 
was introduced about the middle o f the nineteenth century. It is not 
known as to who started it, but by it the student was introduced to the 
field by a study of the ledger accounts with their plus sad aims 
characteristics. In the earlier presentations of the account method, 
one account wise presented at a thee. After developing each of the most
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CHaPTKR 3
THE NEED YOU A HEW APPROACH

The need for a nee approach la which the student will be taught 
"why* as well os "how" has been recognised for a long: time by Many teach* 
ere of bookkeeping and accounting. However little has been done, other 
than to introduce some theory along with practice in the early courses.
In the elotaontary courses the tine element limits the amount of theory 
which can bo presented for the courses are now crowded with routine 
work of the old typo. Yet, if the student could be taught "why" as well 
as "how,* the subject would be more interesting to him, end he would 
develop much faster in the field of accounting after he had completed 
the beginning courses. The work in the past has stressed "how* not "shy." 
Montgomery states that port of the bl;mte can undoubtedly be charged to 
the text books which have been available for use in the elementary 
courses.

"How umch of the poor bookkeeping which is prevalent is due 
to poor or Inadequate textbooksY Too ranch space is given to 
the explanation of account books and forms which are nearly 
obsolete. If underlying principles were always involved, 
perhaps the time so occupied might be Justified; but there 
is little excuse for spending a lot of time in teaching 
methods of which no trace appears in a modern office.
Teachers of commercial subjects moot make up their minds 
that textbooks have decided limitations. He textbook, 
however complete, will ever be a sufficient basis for a 
teacher. Teachers mast depend more upon research work. X 
am convinced that the supplemental routine demanded by 
most of the textbooks requires too ranch time, end a con* 
siderable part of the time spent in writing up sets of 
books based on imaginary transactions carried on by, and 
among imaginary people fails to Impress the average student, 
and consequently fails to equip him for a position as 
bookkeeper."*

'Montgomery, Robert H. Hftw Tffinrtm, jtMTMM. t)(W 
of- AqcoTgftAaKL hookkeeping Cqug— . Addresses and Proceedings of the 
national education Association of the United States, New York City, 1916.
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courses In our schools, secure® & position a® bookkeeper, and In all

concerned over the result of one mall transaction. 
Be knew that hie
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out the manliest business finds himself at a loss as to how to proceed 

with the work. Unless the student is exceptional* or the employer 

patient and willing to “teach** the young employee soon finds himself 

out of a Job. heedless to soy* this discouragement does the young mm 
or woman a great deal of ham. The student cannot be teamed* for he 

cannot be expected to mates a correlation between that which has been 

drilled into him in the classroom and that which he finds in the 

business world. The methods of teaching the material mast be changed 

so that he is taught the bookkeeping and accounting of the business of 

conversion. He will have little difficulty If he encounters work 
wherein exchange la the sol© purpose of the business* for this will 

be taught along with the work in the business in which conversion 

plays the ttioot important part.

But what is the difference between a business in which exchange 
is the basis* and one in which conversion is the purpose for which the 

Operation is carried on. Technically there is no difference* for 
business is dynamic, not static. The business man as a monagar of a 

business Is more interested in the profit and loss statement than he 

is in the balance sheet, not because he isn't concerned with what the 

business has* but because he must know whether the operations of the 

past period have been successful - whether a profit has been made. But 

the business m m  as the owner of the establishment Is interested in 

the balance sheet. The profit and loss statement gives the results of 

the past operation; nothing Can be done to improve the results after 

they have been obtained, but the balance sheet reflect® what uey be 
expected of the future.

_ __26
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rtAli business activity consists of the incurring of coots 
and the recoveries the ref rota; accounting reports should 
picture the summaries of such activity. And this they do.
The balance sheet portrays in the merchandise account* in 
the fired asset accounts and in the deferred charges to 
expense accounts» those costs incurred which are applicable 
to future operations. In the current asset accounts* ex* 
copting inventories* it shows the recoveries frees those 
costs* not included in the shove. In the receivables and 
payables It records "claim* indental to cost incurrence 
and cost recovery.
The statement which accountants choose to call the profit 
end loss accounts * or profit and lose statement* gives 
the items omitted in the balance sheet* the costs incurred 
not applicable to future periods but those applicable to 
the period in question* together with the extent of the 
recoveries fro® those costs.*®
Both statements are Cost Statements. The balance sheet is a 

statement of costs applicable to the future* recoveries of the past* 
together with receivables and payables incidental to such costs and 
recoveries: the profit and loss statement is a cost statement of the 
costs applicable to the period just passed and the recoveries from 
the past.

The difficulty in the past has been that teachers of bookkeeping 
sad accounting have failed to recognise this* or at least have not 
successfully presented it to the students. Too much attention has been 
directed to keeping the balance sheet items and the costs shown on the 
profit and loss statement separate instead of distinguishing between 
than as costs of the pact period said costs of the future period or 
periods. Those investments which in the past have been designated as 
fixed assets such as land of the farmer* buildings of the retailer* 
machinery of the manufacturer are mode by the business man not with

Noble, Howard A. 4 qftfifc AflBTttflflh ^ U M B T  Afiflfipntln*. 
The Accounting Review, March 1933.
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aatojri&lf all of which will ho of little use to the student on the Job# 
takes ©way from the time nvfdlable for use in teaching theory, When 
the student finishes the usual course of a year* a duration he is 
equipped to keep the books for a business which operated about fifty 
years ago. Costs were easily computed end the business man was able to 
keep sufficient information in his head to determine whether his selling 
price was high enough to provide a return of a profit over and above 
the costs invested In the goods handled, today that is impossible. 
Business has grown to such an extent that no mm is capable of determine 
lag cost figures without the aid of accurate cost records, the book
keeper must be able to provide the information for the business men.

'She bookkeeper and accountant mat recognise the fact that ©11 
business activity consists of the incurring of costa and the recoveries 
therefrom end that his reports must picture the eumia&rles of these 
activities. If his training has been such that he knows record keeping 
only for a business in which exchange is the basis he will be unable to 
provide the necessary information from hie records for the business man 
of today.

Although bookkeeping systems in use have attempted to keep pace 
with the changing business» the classroom teaching of future bookkeepers 
and accountants has not done so. As a result the poorly equipped book
keeper or accountant finds one of two things when he goes out into the 
business world either he cannot hold a Job or he most learn all over 
again tender the supervision of one who recognises the need for cost 
information and the means of securing it from the records.

She student cannot be blamed for his deficiency for he cannot
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he expected to laidee a correlation between that which has been drilled 

into him in the classroom ms. that which he find a In the business world. 

The methods of teaching the material oust he chwngod so that the student 
Is taught hooMceeping and accounting for a business in which conversion 

Is the basic of operation. So will have little difficulty, if he ehcroia encounter work wherein axchrnge is the sole purpose, of iwlluat- 
lag himself to it for he will underetttSd the fnndatoentol theory hack of 
all accounting.
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<JHAFfM  4
OUTLINE OF TUB UOUKSK IN miGR  THE COST APPROACH WAS USM)

At the first meeting of the class & general lecture was given 
covering the whole field of bookkeeping end accounting. The students 
were informed that m  experiment wee to he conducted end were asked to 
assist as ranch m  possible by raising questions both in clasts and in 
conference with the instructor on those points which were not made clear 
by the lectures. They were warned of the difficulties to be encountered 
by not having a text to refer to, end were advised to keep as detailed a 
notebook as possible.

Upon completion of this general lecture the students were in
structed to "understand* not "memorise* the material presented to theta. 
With this in mind, definitions and explanations of eight accounting terms 
were introduced, namely, assets, liabilities, capital or proprietorship, 
income, expense, cost, prime cost, and factory cost. Bach of these was 
explained by tying it to something with which the student was bound to 
be familiar. (Appendix B) Nor instance assets were tied up with the 
personal assets which each student had before him at the time, and were 
worked into a email business which any of the members of the class might 
have operated.

The need for accurate cost figures was explained by showing the 
necessity of having shall Able the costs so that prices might be set which 
would not only provide for a return of the investment in the products, 
and allow for a reasonable profit on the investment, but would also make 
it possible to set the prices so as to meet competition with m  under
standing of the results. If the competition had to be met by selling
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‘below cost, that information should he available Immediately instead of 
at the end of the accounting period as is the case in any of our smaller 
es t abll ahsjents.

In the experiment* a small hypothetical factory* 'The Brown Shoe 
Company* one used as the baaie for all lectures. As progress was made 
by the class* the first time the material was used* the company was 
carried through the varioud stages of business organisation* single 
proprietorship* partnership* and corporation; and finally back to the 
single proprietorship again where the change was made from accounting 
for a manufacturing (conversion) business to accounting for a retail 
(exchange) business. The instructor felt that* since quits a few students 
took only one quarter of accounting* it would be well to give thorn a 
brief view of the work required in the most common forms of business 
organisation. However* it wan found too difficult to cover all three 
forms of business organisation in one quarter no matter how briefly they 
were presented. Therefore* in the last two years of the experiment the 
material was built around a Mr. Brown, the proprietor of a small factory.

After the student thoroughly understood the elementary definitions 
mentioned above, work was started on the recording of transactions en
countered in connection with the manufacture of shoes. A list was built 
up containing all the Items that Mr. Brown would have to secure before he 
could begin the manufacture of the product. This Hot contained building* 
machinery, labor, leather, thread* dye, etc. The source of the funds 
with which to secure these items was explained as coming from two sources; 
investment of the proprietor and credit extended to him by those from 
whom he purchased supplies and row materials. This information nscessi-

33
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tated the development of a method of keeping a record of it. Transac
tions (Illustration 6) were given so that the details would he available 
for recording.

Illustration 6
Transactions used in presenting the cost approach:
1. Brown invested $£0,000 in the business.
3. Bought $5,000 worth of leather.
3. Bought machinery, $00,000, paying $35,000 cash and premising

to pay the balance in 60 days.
4. Banted a building paying $10,000 for a year's lease.
6, Paid his laborers for the week's work, $5,000.

The "T* Account
Here the cost approach was similar to the ledger approach for the 

students were encouraged to develop some f o m  of a record in which to 
keep separate the information in connection with each type of asset, 
liability, or capital item. Journal entries, as such, were omitted un
til quite late in the work of the quarter. Their first attempt resulted 
In the designation of a single page for Siich group of items. That is, 
the cash cooing into the business would be recorded on one page, and the 
cash going out from the business would be recorded on a second pegs. One 
page was designated for each of the items m  the place to record the 
building rant, the machinery purchased, the labor paid, the amount owed 
to creditors, etc.

As numerous transactions were recorded and several requests made 
by the instructor for the amount of each which the business had left the 
students discovered that it would be easier to handle the transactions 
if both the increases and decreases could be recorded on the same page.
It seamed natural to them, since the first transactions they recorded 
had to do with cash coming into the business, to record it on the left
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hand side of the page end since they wore paying out sons of that re
ceived to record these payments directly opposite on the right hand aide 
of the pegs. It was easy for then to understand the theory of dehit and 
credit then: for they had devised the system themselves and all that was 
necessary was to correctly name the two sides of the account according 
to accounting terminology* The rule* "dehit that which is received," 
was easily understood hy the students for in the handling of transac
tions in which cash was received hy the business they had devised the 
plan of putting the cash received on the left or debit side.

An attempt was made to present the business as a separate entity 
from the proprietor* and to show that the business owed the proprietor 
his investment Just the saw as it owed the creditors what they had 
advanced upon the agreement to pay at a later date. By so doing the 
class learned that as something was received by the business something 
went out from it. tfhen the proprietor invested cash* the business re
ceived ea<& but it also owed the proprietor the money he had invested, 
therefore a promise to pay want out from the business. They had re
corded the cash received as a debit so thay had to record the amount 
due the proprietor as a credit. This led to the understanding of the 
second half of the rule* "Debit that received* and credit that pasted 
with." It also made the introduction of the Trial Balance as a checking 
medium quite easy; for* if for every debit there had to be an equal 
credit* it was not difficult to see that the total debits and total 
credits should be equal; and if the total debits equaled the total 
credits* the total of the debit balances should equal the total of the 
credit balances.
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The equation, "Aseets'klabllitles *  Proprietorship," developed 
m: turnlly as the students learned that all assets came from two sources - 
proprietor and creditors; If everything the business owned belonged to 
these two classes of creditors the toted of the assets would have to be 
ecpial to their combined claims on the business. If a profit was mads 
which resulted in cm increase in the assets without increasing the 
liabilities it could go only one place and that was to the proprietor’s 
account for he was entitled to it due to the risk he was taking by in
vesting his money in the venture.

The Recording of Sales
In the beginning, the shoes manufactured by the Brown Manufactur

ing Company were sold as produced, thus eliminating the need for the 
"cost of raroiufnc taring* and other of the more difficult accounts, ^ach 
sale was made up of an increase of an asset for that received by the 
business for the shoes and a decrease of the materlnl-aesets for the 
materials used in manufacture which were given up la the form of shoes; 
and the difference between these two, that which was received and that 
given - the profit or lose, affected the proprietor's account. If * 
profit was made, the owner of the business had a right to expect the 
business to return that to him in addition to that he had invested; If 
the sales resulted in a loss, he had to deduct that from what he had 
originally invested.

Production orders were introduced to show the method used of 
collecting cost data, but instead of sending a production order through 
for a large order of shoes we sent one through with the first pair of 
shoes made and accepted the fact that one would go through the factory
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every-so-often as a check on the cost figures obtained free the first 
piiir iaajwfaotared. As previcmely stated the course was not designed as 
a cost accounting course in which detailed information for cost finding 
was taught* but merely as m  approach to the study wherein the student 
would become acquainted with accounting for the business in which con
version played an important part. From the production order upon which 
the costs for the first pair of shoes were recorded the hypothetical 
figures were secured (Illustration 7). It was determined that the 
machines purchased (Illustration 6) would make 100*000 pairs of shoes 
before wearing out and each of the other items were found by actually 
checking on the cost which wont into the first pair of those.

Illustration 7
Goat of ilumfucturing One Pair of Shoes

Machinery $ .60
Leather 1.00
Thread .06
Labor .50
Kent .15
Light .01
Beat .02
Total 82.23

For each pair of shoes sold each of the items (Illustration 7) 
would be decreased by the amount shown. Had Journal entries been 
made* the entry for the first sale would have appeared as in
Illustration 8.
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Illustration B
Kntxy to Record Bole of Shoes

Sold for cash 100 pair* of shoes # $3.50 ; 360.00
Debit (Increase) Cadi .......... $360.00

Credit (Decrease) Machinery...............  50.00
Thread . . . . . . . . .  6.00
leather ...............  100.00
labor ...........   50.00
Rent ...............  16.00
light    . 1.00
Heat    . 3.00
Capital (Profit) ........ 127.00

Difficulties sere encountered due to the calling of such Items 
ae labor, rent, light, heat, etc., assets for in ths usual accounting 
terminology they are classed as expenses and it most be admitted that 
some students had difficulty when they were called eacnensee later. This 
was explained to them as though the expenses were those assets which 
are purchased, most of which will be used up in the current period. 
Though this is contrary to the usual accounting thought it most certain- 
ly is true, for if we pay rent in advance we have a right to use the 
property rented for the period covered lay the pre-payment of the rent, 
and this right is an asset. Those items which are never paid in advance 
were & little more troublesome but It was shown that they were just the 
some as rent in that even though we did not pay for them in advance ws 
were using them and at some future time would be held accountable for 
the amount we used. Such a procedure eliminated the usual difficulty 
encountered when using the other upproochee in presenting the accrued 
cud deferred items, for in this course all items were really being 
presented from the accrued and deferred position.
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fhe material in Xllu. tratlon 8 wm  used in developing tills first 
sals and for tbs rest of the class period of the day when this was 
presented In working out several other sales. As an assignment to ho 
done In the laboratory period on that day, ten additional sales were 
given to the class to he recorded In the earns wry. At the next meeting 
of the elate a test was given on the recording of entries, and as an 
assignment three supplementary exercises were assigned requiring the 
recording of transactions from the Investment of the proprietor throng 
the recording of several sales in each and the making of a trial balance 
Of the ledgers after each exercise was recorded.

Such a procedure need in recording Bales involved so ouch work 
that the students realised there oust he an easier method. This led to 
the introduction of the sales account which reduced the work considerably 
hut made it necessary to loot sight of the conversion part of the busi
ness transaction. After the introduction of the sales account, the 
transaction recorded in Illustration 8 would he changed so that it would 
he shown in Illustration 9.

Illustration 9
Entry to Record Sales of Shoes Using a Sales Account 

Sold for cash 100 pairs of shows » $3.50 $350.00*
Debit (Increase) Cash..........$350.00

Credit (Decrease) Sales . . . . . . . . . . .  $350.00
Recording Sales as a decrease was confusing until it was ex

plained that it was a summary account in which to record the amount of 
assets parted with which would he distributed to the proper asset ac
counts at the end of the accounting period.
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The Conversion Retries
Requisitions were introduced as a device used to authorise the 

storeroom cleric to release to the factory foreman the materials he 
wished to place in process. Illustration 10 gives the entry used in 
record the requisition.

Illustration 10
jSntxy to Record the Issuing of Material on Requisition

Debit (Increase) Goods in Process ........ $rxx.xx
Credit (Decrease) Leather ............. Ixxx.xx

Thread ...................  xst.xx
As goods were completed by the factory they were transferred to 

a storeroom from whence sales were made. It was possible to introduce 
the finished goods inventory with little difficulty here. The entry 
(illustration 11), used to triiasfer the goods from the "In Process* 
account to the "Finished Goods* accounts leads to a natural introduc
tion of the inventory of finished goods.

Illustration 11
Sntry to Record the Goods Finished end Placed in the Stockroom
Debit Finished Goods ....................Ixxx.xx

Credit Goods in Process .....................  txxx.at
The entry which transferred the material to the "Goods in Process* 

Account (Illustration 10) taught the students to think of the "Goode in 
Process* account as a cost account wherein the costs of csmufacture 
were to be collected. This leads to an attempt to transfer the other 
costs to this account. The interest to get the costs to this one ac
count was further strengthened by the fact that after entries 
(Illustration 11) in which finished goods were transferred to the in-
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ventoxy account were recorded the coat account# Goods in Process# was 
often left with & credit balance which was unnatural if it was a cost ac
count. The explanation of the entry at the end of the cost period 
(Illustration 12) in which all other coots were transferred to the 
"Goods in Process" account was easily understood.

Illustration 12

40

Entry to Transfer Costs to Goods in Process Account 
Debit Goods in Process . . . . . . . . . . . .  sjeor.iot

Credit Labor • ........ . . . . . . . . . .  xxx.xx
Light...........   nc.sc
heat .............................  xx. xx
Machinery.................  xx.xx
R e n t ...........     xx.xx

It will be noticed that no attempt was made to introduce that 
group of expenses generally called factory overhead, burden or manu
facturing expenses as such. Each was handled as a separate expense 
item. Later in the course the costs were considered in the three group
ings used in cost accounting - material# labor# and burden# bat here no 
attempt was made to complicate the material by the inclusion of pre
determined burden rates# over-absorbed burden or under-absorbed burden. 
The mount transferred in the entxy (Illustration 13) was the amount 
contracted for or incurred during the period.

If the coat figures (Illustration 7) were not accurate, it made 
m  inaccurate balance in the Goods in Process account. This possibility 
was not suggested to the class for as has been previously stated they 
were taught that the coat figures used were checked quite frequently# 
which would reduce the possible error to a negligible amount. This 
entry (Illustration 12) retail ted, when recorded# in there being a debit
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balance in the Goods in Process account, which was the inventor/ of 
foods still in process at the end of the period. Xt also resulted in 
dosing all the expense accounts (cost accounts) with the exception of 
the material accounts - leather «n& thread - which led to an understand
ing of the raw material inventory accounts.

The entries recorded accomplished all cost transfers with the 
exception of the one to sat up the coat of goods sold. As recorded up 
to this point the goods sold were still included in the Finished Goods 
account. It was necessary to mates this loot entry before introducing 
the statements. The entry (Illustration 13) t when recorded, resulted 
in the opening of a new account# bat its title made it self-ex .lanatory.

Illustration 13
lastly to Becora the Cost of Goods Sold

Debit Cost of Goods Sold . . . . . . . . . . .  :-xxx.xx
Credit Finished Goods . . . .................. Ixxx.xx

Considerable time was taken to develop these entries, and 
numerous exercises were worked out by the students, based upon the®. 
Such a development led to a thorough understanding of the records 
n cessary to record the costs incurred in converting the v m  materials 
into the finished product, and finally tho disposing of the product 
through a sale. Time laî bt have been saved by spending less on the 
development of the material so far reviewed, but it was felt by the 
instructor that fundamental theory was being presented to the student 
which would aid him if he completely mastered it before proceeding.

Statements
The statements were Introduced at this point. The manufacturing
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statement (Illustration 14) was presented os no tiling nore than a state
ment showing the snxuaxy of the transactions recorded, ’'he information 
was all taken from the lodger accounts and was so arranged In the state
ment wo that it would, giro the businessman ell the information in a 
form easily understood by him. Thow^i the form need does not meet the 
requirements as we think of thorn in accounting it was so arranged to 
give the students an opportunity to see that all the information on ths 
statement was being taken from the accounts in which they had recorded 
the information, for instance, in practice we uoe a material account 
instead of one account for each typo of material, yet it might have 
caused difficulty had one account bean presented, here with which the 
students were not familiar. The only point which whs nee was the 
method of arriving at the cost of the various materials placed in 
process. The ledger accounts shoved as a balance the figures used for 
the cost of ths material item pieced in process, end the amount of the 
inventory so this portion of tho statement was & repetition of whet had 
already been done in the ledger, but since the students know that ths 
statement was being prepared for the use of the businessman they is*. 
mediately sow that ho would be interested in seeing hot much material 
of each kind had been purchased during the period end how much was 
left on hand at the end of the period.
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Illustration 14
Manufacturing Statement

H. J. Brown
Manufacturing Statement 

January 1 to December 1, 19. Exhibit C
leather Inventory January 1 

Purchases
Inventory December 31

Cost of Leather Placed 
In Prooese

Dye Inventory January 1
Purchases
Inventory Beooraber 31

Cost of Dye Plaoed In 
Process

Thread Inventory January 1
Purchases
Inventory December 31

Coat of Thread Placed 
in Process

Total Cost of Material 
Placed In Prooeee

Labor
Machinery Used
Rent
Light
Heat

Sxxx.xx
m . n t
XXXmXX

Sxxx.xx

x.rst
xsot.x*
J B U R

X X X .  X X

n . n
m . x x

|rxx»xz

nc,n
xx.xx
3C35.3CK

Total Cost of Work Placed in Process 
Add Work in Process January 1 
Cost of Work to he Accounted for 
Lose Work in Process December 31 

Cost of Goods Manufactured
c.xx

X X X . X X
xxxx.xx
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After the statement (Illustration 14) waa understood and the 
source of the information traced to the ledger, the group headings were 
added to it. That is, the three materials were headed by Race Materials, 
and the four expenses beginning with Machinery Used was headed by Burden. 
This was presented by first showing the class that the appearance of the 
statement would be improved by placing headings over the groups and by 
spacing the items s little better, end second by Introducing the three 
elements of cost as known to the accountant - direct material, direct 
labor and burden - and showing that the statement prepared really con
tained items from each of these three groups. The materials end labor 
understood at this point were direct material and labor end went direct
ly into or on the product while the burden Items, though necessary ex
penditures of the factory, did not go into the finished product and were 
indirect expenses. The inventory of the various items of materials was 
discussed from the standpoint of proving the balance of the account by 
actually counting the mount on hand in the storeroom. This should agree 
with the balance of the ledger account, if errors had not been made in 
recording the requisitions of material placed in process.

The Balance Sheet (Illustration 10) as a development of the equa
tion Assets - Liabilities + Capital was presented next. Little difficulty 
was encountered here for the students understood the equation and the 
terms, so the form to be used was all that was new. The balances for all 
the asset accounts, at this point only cash and inventories, and the 
liability accounts vers secured from the ledger but the balance of the 
capital was secured by subtracting the liabilities from the assets. After 
the figure was computed the dess was told to see if it agreed with the

44
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balance of the account In the ledger. The reaction to the fact that It 
did not at first was confusing* hot it did not take then long to reason 
out that the difference was the profit or loss. The question raised was 
how to get the account in agreement with the amount shown on the Balance 
Sheet. This would hare Been a good place to Introduce the dosing entries 
hut they were delayed until after the Profit and Less Statement was 
presented.

Illustration 16 
The Balance Sheet

R. J. Brown 
Balance Sheet 
December 31, 19.

Assets
Cash $ *mr.T* Creditors $XXX.XX
Machinery XXX.XX
Unused Rent 30E.X3C Capital
Leather rx.xx Balance Jan. 1 $xxx.xx
Bye XX. XX Additional In-
Thread xx.xx vestments
Beat (Unused Fuel) 50Cgi XJ£ XXX.XX

Less Withdrawals — g M L .XXXeXX
Add Profit (or
Deduct Loss)
Capitol Dec. 31

Total Assets Total Liabilities and
.......rauM Capitol

It will he noted that additional investments and withdrawals wore 
included in the Balance Sheet. This was explained as being neeeesexy to 
show the proprietor Just shot had happened to his Investment during the 
year. Probably little was actually gained by ouch a procedure, yet it 
did aid In Impressing upon the minds of the students the various ways In 
which Capital in a business may be affected.
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The Profit and Lose Statement (Illustration 16) was & simple 
statement due to the foot that a Manufacturing Statement had been pre
pared and that only manufacturing expenses hod been Introduced, But by 
presenting It at this point It was easily understood by the students; and 
as additional profit or loss accounts were taken up* they were considered 
from the effect they had on this statement. The attention of the class 
w&s called to the fact that the result obtained on the Profit and loss 
Statement was the seme as the difference between the capital found on 
the Balance Sheet and the Capitol account In their ledger. That the 
difference between the capital at the beginning of the period plus addi
tional investments minus withdrawals and the capital at the end of the 
period ae shown by the balance sheet was the profit or loss. That this 
was a means of proving the accuracy of the work up to this point* though 
not absolute proof it was an indication of the fact that the work had 
been correctly completed.

Illustration 16 
The Profit and boss Statement

B. J. Brown Exhibit B
Profit and Loss Statement

January 1 to December 31* 19__ •
Sales ‘XXXX.XX
Coat of Qoods Soldi

Inventory of Finished Goods Jan. 1 $ XXX. XX
Cost of Goods Manufactured

(Exhibit C)
Inventory of Finished Goode Bee. 31

xxxx.xx
Cost of Goods Sold

Hot Profit
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The Closing Entries
The next step to lie developed was the closing of the nominal ac

counts Into a summary account so that the profit or loss night he col
lected and finally he transferred to the capital account. The entry 
(Illustration 13) which transferred the cost of goods sold from the 
Finished Coods account to the Cost of Ooods Sold account reduced the 
closing entries to two in nuoher (Illustration 1?).

Illustration 1?
Clotting Peltries

Debit Sales $xxxx.xx
Credit Profit and Loss $:ozxx,xx

Dehit Profit and Loss xxxx.xx
Credit Cost of Ooods Sold $xxxx.xx

The Profit and Loss account was a new account • explained as a 
sumcoary account used for the purpose of collecting the data effecting 
the profit or loss for the period which would he closed into the Capital 
account as soon as all nominal accounts had been dosed into it (Illus
tration 18). It was shown that this account, Profit and Loss* was used 
only during the closing process and that only in exceptional cases would 
it he opened during an accounting period.

Illustration 18
Hairy to Transfer Profit (or Loss) to Capital 

Debit Profit and Does Sxxx.xx
Credit Capital Account : xxx.xx

(To dose the Profit and Loss account if a profit has been mods)
or
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Debit Capital Account tixx x .x x

Credit Profit ;ad Loot $xxx.xx
(To close the Profit and Lose account if a loss hoe been uade)

Ruling ob Accounts
As a result of the posting of these entries Into the ledger 

several accounts were In balance and the correct Method of ruling was 
presented (Illustrations 19, 30, end 21).

Illustration 19
Ruling of An Account When It Is to Be Balanced41

12------------------------------------- Saab, AgfiaiM«Jan.l XXX.-XSC Jan. 2 xxx.xx
10 .XX. XX 13 x.xx
15 XXX.X* 20 xx.xx
20 XX.XX 30 x.xx

7eb. 1 XX.XX
31 Balance (Bed) ...xx.xx,..

ISsS&s

a. Steps to Balance an Account
1. Place balance of the account on the snail side in

red ink.
2. Total each side of the account ulaalng the totals on

the sans line on each side,
3. Rule single and double lines above and below totals

as in Cash account above.
4. Bring down the balanoe to the correct side of the

account as of the first day of the next period.
The Cash and Capital accounts should be balanced at the end of

each accounting period.

• 
• 
• 
•

N 
BU

B
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Illustration 30
Ruling Account When It Is in Balance with 
Several Entries on One or Both Side*a

19 finLflfl__ _______________ ______________
Jan. 31 to r. & L. XJOC.XX J.au 4 XXX.3CX

7 •wrw mtv
12 XX,XX
30 XX. XX
35 XXmXX

xxx. xx;

®Steps to rule account that is in balance
1. Bring down totals on tho same line on each aide of 

the account.
3. Role single sad double lines above and below totals as 

in the Sales account above.
Illustration 31

Ruling Account When It Is in Balance with Only One 
Entry on Koch Side*

J;=n. 31 From Finished Jan. 31 to Profit and
Goods z x x .x x loss x x x .x x

*3tees to role account that is in balance
1. Rule a double line under the entry on the mem linn ea 

each side of the account
Boohs of Original Knt*y

This completed the work od one complete cycle of accounting, from 
the recording of the transactions to the closing of the profit or loss 
into the capital account and the preparation of the statements for the 
proprietor. Journal entries had not been presented as yeti ana though 
journal fora wee used in many of the illustrations above* it was for 
simplicity In presenting the material in this report, flhan presenting 
it to the classes "f* accounts were used, in all cases. It un oubtedly
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has also "been noticed that the working sheet has not been need, This was 
introduced as a tool of the accountant after the Journal and other books 
of original entry were presented. Thus both books of original entry and 
the working sheet served as a review of the material previously covered, 
for they provided an incentive for the solving of additional exercises 
without reaching the monotonous exercise solving that we often find when 
all the above is presented and then time ie taken to solve numerous ex
ercises to fix all of it la the minds of the students.

Journal entries were not introduced until all the material men
tioned above had been grasped by the class. Very little time was spent 
on the General Journal as the only book of original entry. Since the 
class understood the rule of debit end credit, it was possible to intro
duce the other books of original entry: Gash Book, Sales Journal, and 
1 Urchr.se Journal, at almost the same time as the General Journal. The 
first time the material was used, the seme problems were utilised to 
develop journal entries as had been assigned before in the work. The 
claes rewotffcod the old problems, which eliminated the need for analysis 
of transaction, and still gave them a review of all that had. been covered. 
The reasoning back of such a plan is ideal, but in actual practice it was 
not as successful as had been anticipated, borae members of the class 
lost interest in reworking the old problems, ao the second end third 
years new but similar problems were used. The writer feele that the' 
problems should be as nearly like the old problems as possible in order 
not to cause difficulty by introducing strange transactions} but there 
should be enough difference to stimulate a review of the previous work.

The General Journal (Illustration 22) was introduced by showing

50
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that there was little room for explanation In the ledger sand that In 
maagr transactions & more complete explanation would hare been advanta
geous. This served to Impress upon the students a simple reason why the 
additional work was necessary. Baras mashers of the aloes had difficulty 
in securing a balance in the exercises they had previously worked so the 
second reason given for the need of the book of original entry was satis
factorily proven to the class* that was the Inconvenience of locating 
errors if the ledger should be out of b.-dance. 1% was shown that It was 
customary to record each transaction In a book of original entry before 
entering It In the hedger and then posting to the ledger from the book 
of original entry. Bach entry In the book of original entry should con
tain the dtfce of the transaction* the name of the account to be debited 
and the amount; the name of the account to be credited and the amount; 
and a detailed explanation of the transactions. That these transactions 
were recorded chronologically in the Journals.

The posting was explained as follows: Bach mount In the first 
money column is posted to the debit side of the account written on the 
same line with it. Bach amount in the second loney column is posted to 
the credit side of the account written on the seme line with It. The 
narrow column (b in Illustration 23) on the left side of the journal 
page is known as a ledger folio column. A similar column is provided In 
the ledger. When the debit amount Is posted to the correct account on 
the debit side of the account in the ledger* reference is made to the 
journal to cheek the name of the account end the amount which has been 
posted. If it is correct* the pegs number of the ledger upon which 
the posting was made is inserted in the Alio column of the journal and
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Illustration 22 
General Journal

LmX

(b) la)................. (A)
(b) „ {a) if)

....... (*)...  r........ ..,
... .......... ..(hi.....

(b) (i) ...................... L\)

lb) ..-.(k)...............-... ID

....... ttt)......  ,......
(a) The a»nth, day sad year date of the first transaction on each

page.
(b) Insert the page of tho ledger to which the debit or oredit is

posted when tho posting of each item has boon completed.
(0) The name of tho account to bo debited in the first entry.
(d) The amount of the debit in tho first entry, (first money

column)
(e) The name of the account to be credited In the first entry.

Hote that It is indented approximately one-half inch.
(f) The amount of the credit i* the first entry. 0 ocoad money

column)
(g) The explanation of the first entry in tho Journal. As many

lines may be used as is necessary to giro a complete ex
planation.

(h) Tho date date only for the second transaction on each page.
(1) The name of the account to be debited in the second entry.
(j) The amount of the debit in the second entry.
(k) The name of the account to be credited In the second entry.
(l) The amount of the oredit in the second entry.
(a ) The explanation of the second Journal entry.
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the page number of the journal from which the debit was taken ic inserted 
in the folio column of the ledger. This process of posting is followed 
for oath debit and credit recorded in the journal. The ledger and journal 
folio serve as a cross reference medium for use in the future. The folio 
colmen in the journal also serves to Indicate just shore the posting was 
stopped if it had not been completed.

After assigning several exercises requiring entries in the journal, 
ledger posting, end statement making the Cosh Book (Illustration 23),
Sales Journal (Illustration 34), Purchase Journal (Illustration 35) were 
Introduced as divisions of the General Journal. Only one day was spent on 
each of them. They were explained during the class period as to form, use 
and method of posting from. As a laboratory assignment for the period fol
lowing several short exercises were prepared which required work only in 
the new books of original entry, the posting of it to the ledger, and the 
taking of a trial balance. After each of these four books of original 
entry had been presented, the class was required to work out a simple 
practice set, which was nothing more than a long exercise containing trans
actions to bo recorded in each of the books of original entry, the posting 
of these entries to a ledger, land the making of statements from the in
formation secured from this ledger.

It was explained to the class that only one side of the transaction 
was posted from the Cash Book daily, but that the other side would be 
posted In total at the end of the month. It was also explained that the 
Cash Book, as a division of the General Journal, had several advantages, 
some of which are* reducing the amount of posting required, making it 
possible for more than one person to work on the books of original entry

53
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at the *m a time, and separating In a special book all the transactions
which affected cash. The students were also shown that the balancing
of the cash hook at the end of the accounting period was Junt- the same
as balancing the cash account in their ledger.

Illustration 33
Gash Boole

fLeft Side!

Date
1 9 _ LF Account Credited Ibcplanation Amount Total
I m r v Balance S i W  ' 1471.75

7 0. H. Toung On Sals 25.00
7 C. A. Walker Cash Sale 151.65

14 Bales Cash Sale 562.75
14 Kf i}9 isrown Add. Invest. 500.00
30 Seles Gash Sale 300.00
31 Cash Debited Total Receipts 1539.40

3011.15
Sob. 1 ‘ Balance : On Hand 1811.15

(Right Side)__ ________  Caah Pnnmanta_________

Bate
1 9 ^ w Account Credited u Explanation Amount Total
J«n. 4 Fuller Machine*y in Fall of loo.oo

Co. Acct.
5 Brown A King In Full of 500.00

Acct.
12 R. J. Brown Withdrawal 200.00
15 Sapiro heather Co. Inv. of Jan.4 m a t31 Cash Credited Toted. Pj^pento 1200.00
31 Balance*

•Red ‘r.......
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Illustration 34
Sales Journal
......... -......-...............K j a s . l .

Jin a a ry 19
v w ---
Bate

- v r
T .

---- ................ m m m TeStT'' .... '~lH5uSf—
4 Richard Roe City 2710, n/30 100.00
7 John Boe Fargo l/lO,n/30 100,00
9 John Smith Willow n/30 160.00

City
13 Richard Roe 2/10,n/30 300.00
30 Richard Roe 2/10,n/30 ISO.00
34 John Boe l/lO,n/30 200.00

.. Sales Credit Total Sal is 1030.00

The introduction of the Sale# Journal make* it necessary to dis-
cues sales on account* that is charge sales* hut it caused no difficulty 
for the only changes were the inclusion of the necessary new ledger ac
counts and the understanding that the business was receiving a promise 
to pay which was m  asset. When the account was paid it required * 
debit to cash and a credit to the account with the customer making the 
payment. We were receiving cash hence would debit the cash account soft 
were giving back the promise to pey hence would credit the account in 
which we had recorded that promise. It was necessary to explain dis
counts at this time also. It is possible that they could have been 
omitted until later but while introducing the Journal in which they are 
commonly found it was felt that the time needed to discuss then would 
be well spent. Cash end trade discounts were* explained os to ueo. The 
cash book (Illustration 23) was not changed to provide for the taking of 
the discounts, as they were handled as a refund until later In the 
course. That is when a customer paid an invoice on which he was on-
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titled to a discount* it was assumed that he paid the whole amount* end 
then that we refunded to him the mount of the discount.

The posting of the Sales Jo u rn a l was easily grasped by the 
students; probably due to the fact that the potting from tills type of 
book was thoroughly understood from the discussion on the cash book. 
They were shown that in posting to the Accounts Receivable only one side 
of the transaction was being posted dally* but that the other half of 
it would be posted in total at the end of the month. Sufficient ex
planation had already been given in connection with similar books to 
convince the does of the advantage of its use.

Illustration 26
Purchasa_ Jcmmal___________________ Ptigft X

1*. "Credited Mdress Terms Amount"
Bate P.
& &vjhi0& X*©£x*t*li03r Co« St. Paul I c&ah*$ 5,000.00

30 da.
7 X,Y & 55 Leather Co. Chicago 3/10,n/30 1,500.00

10 Johnas Leather Co. Klzmeapolis Cash 4*000.00
30 Smith Cotton Co. St. Louis n/30
a — Material Debited Total Purchsees

Creditors as such were not new to the students* but the account
ing term Accounts Payable was* and it had to be explained here. It 
was* however* just renaming something already understood* so it caused 
no trouble. Here again* attention had to be called to the fact that only 
one-half of the entry was posted daily and the other half was posted in 
total at the end of the accounting period.

Cash purchases sand cash sales ware handled through both the sales 
or purchases journal end the cash book. The writer feele that in every
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case where such a procedure la possible It should be followed. Suffi
cient Is gained by having a complete record of the transactions with each 
customer or creditor to compensate for the additional work involved. Of 
course* In the larger establishments* or where many of the sales are ex
tremely small* It probably would be impossible and In these cases we 
have to forego the advantage of the complete record with the customer 
and substitute the use of a one book entry for the cash sales* entering 
them in total in the cash book only.

As previously stated* as soon as several short exercises concen
trating on each of these special books were solved* the class was given 
a simple practice set* the working out of which required* entries to be 
made in each of the books of original entry* posting to a ledger* taking 
of a trial balance* and preparation of the statements. This served to 
tie together all that had been covered and to review that which had been 
laid aside for the time being* namely* the conversion entries. The 
statements were quite long In the practice set* particularly the B. ltnce 
Sheet for severe! customer end creditor accounts had to be Included* and 
the attention of the class was called to the fact that there was little 
proof of the accuracy of the work until all the statements had been com
pleted. Again they were warned that oven though their statements 
checked* it was not absolute proof that the work was without error* but 
was a reasonable check upon the accuracy of the work completed. The 
fact that all statements had to be completed before any proof could be 
secured led to the introduction of the working sheet as a tool of the 
accountant. It was explained that the working sheet was prepared to 
secure the some proof as was secured by the statements but that it mode
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it possible to secure this proof before the accounts balances had boon 
arranged in statement fora.

The Working Shoot
A simple eight column roricing sheet (Illustration 36) was presented 

first. Adjustment columns were omitted beermse at this point we had no 
use for thorn. An attempt was made to show the students that the working 
sheet was a repetition of what had previously been done in the ledger 
accounts end what was to be don© in the preparation of the statements j 
that its sole purpose was to serve as an aid to the accountant. It 
secured the desired proof for hint in a easier manner# end it separated 
the accounts into the proper columns from which the statements could be 
prepared with little difficulty. It eliminated the necessity of prepar
ing a  trial balance on other paper, for the first two columns of the 
working sheet were the trial balance of the ledger.

Selling and Administrative 'Expenses
Selling and administrative expenses were presented after the work

ing sheet was thoroughly understood by the students. Ho attempt was made 
to charge a portion of them to the product; for, as previously stated, it 
was not the intent to find accurate costs in this course. They were 
handled in the manner used in handling them in any system of accounting 
for exchange. It was necessary to introduce additional sections of the 
Profit and Lose Statements to accommodate these expenses thereon, but, 
at this did not necessitate any rearrangement, little difficulty was en
countered.

Depreciation
It was undoubtedly noted that machinery was credited, in the

58
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Illustration 36 
Working Sheet

H. J. Broun 
Working Sheet 

January 31, 19.

Trial Mfg. P. & L. Balance
Balance ... - gtelMgBi omont Sheet

Cash XXXX.| xxxx.
0. H. Toting XX. XX.
C, A* Walker 3£3C2Ci# 3R3C3Cm
fuller Machine Co. xxxx. XXX.
Broun & King XXX. XXX.
Saplro heather Co. XXX. XXX*
Richard Roe 3CX3CX# xxxx*
John Smith XXX. 1 XXX.
John Doe ucjdcs$»# xxxx.
Shoe Machine Co. xxxx.
Shoe Leather Co. xxxx. xxxx.
X, Y, & 'A Leather XXX. XXX.
Johnee Leather Co. a XXX.
Smith Cotton Co. XX. XX.
Machinery XXVU. xxxx.
Rent XXX. ► ,
Light XX. XX.
Beat XX.
Labor XXX* XXX.
Leather xxxx. 3QGCXe
Dye 3G3C2£* XXX.
Thread XXX. 300C#
Goods in Process XXXej ; XXX,
finished Goode mmapw !30E3K*y XXX.
Sales xxxx. 2C2C2C3C#
Inventories l/31
Machinery xxxx. 2K30C3C*
Leather xxxx. xxxx.
Dye XX. XX.
Thread 1 XX XX.
Goods in Process 2C3CXe XXX.
finished Goods 2Ĉh!$*«>: X X X .
Cost of Goods Mfg. 2$3$!Sk3Ce 2C3C3£«St e
Net Profit

3 x x x x . JBSOJ i t t i r i r i r .
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various entries transferring the cost of manufacturing to the Goods in 
Process account. Such a procedure is contrary to good accounting practice, 
hut in this case it was a question of selecting the leaser of the two evils. 
Ho decision has been reached as to when is the hoot time to introduce de
preciation as such. Sane difficulty was encountered when it wo® delayed 
until this point in the course, for the students were accustomed to credit
ing the machinery for the estimated amount used and they had some trouble 
making the change to the correct method of handling this item.

In an attempt to avoid this mitmnderstanding during the second 
year of the experiment it was attempted to introduce the question of de
preciation early, hut this was not found to he any more satisfactory than 
the first plant so during the third year the writer again tried the plan 
wherein the study of depreciation wus delayed until the selling and gener
al administrative expenses were introduced. It is possible that the ques
tion of machinery sad housing facilities could be omitted entirely until 
later in the course, hut the Investigator felt that the students would 
raise the questions as to where the shoes were being produced end with 
what kind of machinery, so he attempted to put it in a logical sequence in 
a manner which the students could grasp, trusting to the possibility that 
the correat method of accounting for it could be explained later when It 
would be easier to understand. After an explanation of depreciation, 
obsolescence, supersession, inadequacy, depletion, and amortisation «s to 
the causes end the correct methods to use in accounting for them several 
exefoises were solved by the students during the laboratory period, which 
had to do primarily with the handling of depreciation in the accounts. 0ns 
long exercise was then assigned to be worked during the class period and
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laboratory period all of which was rropervised. This exercise required a 
thorough knowledge of all that had been covered and no reference to note 
books were permitted while the work on the exercise wee in process.

Upon the completion of this exercise the change was made from 
accounting for a business in which conversion played an important part to 
one in whldh exchange was the principal purpose of operating. This change 
required little work in that only & few changes hod to be madet a purchase 
account had to be explained end tire method of closing; at the end of the 
period had to be developed, but these two alterations were all that had 
to be introduced at this time. When this (hangs was mode no difficulty 
woe encountered. In fact, the students remarked on how easy it was to do 
the accounting for m  exchange business. One practice set was worked out 
in which the books were kept for a general mercantile business. This re
quired all the work of recording the transactions, the posting, making of 
the work sheet and statements, and the closing of the lodger.

In presenting this outline of the course in which the writer used 
the coat approach no attempt had been mode to go into details or to in
clude all that was presented to the classes. Bather an attempt was made 
to present a general picture of the course as a whole so that the reader 
might form hie own opinion as to the value of the new approach by compar
ing this outline with his own knowledge of the material covered end the 
manner in which it Is presented in the several other approaches in use 
today.

Summary
la the experiment a small factory, The Brown Shoe Company was used 

as a basis for all lectures. After the students thoroughly understood
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the elementary definitions, work wen started on recording of transactions 
encountered In connection with the actual manufacturing.

A list of ell the items Mr. Brown would have to secure before he 
could begin the manufacturing of the product was built up. The funds with 
which to secure these items wee explained as coming from two sources} in
vestments of the proprietor and credit extended to him by those from Shorn 
ho purchases supplies and raw materials. This information necessitated 
the development of a method of keeping a record of It.

The class developed the T account as a place to record the value 
of the items coming Into the business and the items going from the busi
ness. Journal entries as such were delayed until late in the quarter for 
little could be gtiined by confusing the students with a double record at 
the beginning. Since the students had devised the T account themselves 
they naturally understood the rule of debit and credit quite well and as 
soon as they discovered that for each debit they were making an equal 
credit the trial balance m  a checking medium was introduced. The equa
tion Assets equal liabilities plus Proprietorship developed naturally as 
the students learned that all assets earns from the two souroes proprietor 
and credits end that If every thing the business owned belonged to these 
two classes of creditors the total assets would have to be equal to the 
combined claims on the business. If a profit was mode which resulted in 
an increase in the assets without increasing the liabilities it could go 
only in one place that was to the proprietor's account for he was 
entitled to it due to the risk he was taking by investing his money in 
the venture.

After tile materials were secured shies were introduced. Each sale

Bl
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being made up of an increase of an m tmt fo r the amount coning into the 
business and a  decrease of the material-assets and an increase of the 
proprietorship for the profit. Had .journal entries been used the ex
planation of each sale would have been made up of a debit to the asset 
received - tumidly cash and a credit to each of the following mecermtoj 
machinery, thread, labor, leather, rent, light, heat, nad capital for 
the profit.

After several such transactions involving sales were recorded bar 
the class they began to wonder why eons means could not be used whereby 
those small credits could be eliminated, this was a natural place to 
introduce the sales and cost of manufacturing account. It lead, of 
course, to a separation of the sales front the manufacturing or conver
sion transactions end made it necessary to provide for the distribution 
of the material used and expenses accumulated at the end of the account
ing period, but the students grasped this without difficulty.

After the students was familiar with the trial balance as a 
checking medium, statements and ledger closings were introduced, The 
students soon saw that it was a simple matter to transfer from the inven
tory accounts the material and expenses used to a cost of manufacturing 
account, and then the balance of this account to a profit and loss ac
count, to which sales had already been transferred. The profit and loss 
account balance of course gave them the profit which they had lost sight 
of since the introduction of the soles account.

/XI goods were sold ns manufactured. That is no finished goods 
were left in stock. The students raised the questions &s to how stocks 
of merchandise were accumulated if all goods were made on special order.

....... 63
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So the finished goods and goods In process account were Introduced.
The handling of depredation was trouble some, and that Is etili 

some doubt as to .Just stoat 1® tho best way of handling it. It is 
necessary to make the early presentation as simple m  possible, yet 
enough of the coats should be Included so that the student can visualise 
the raiasofacture of the product. I f  depreciation is introduced early In 
the course it must bo handled the same as the other m&tari-1-assets and 
should bo explained correctly as soon m  the students are far enough ad
vanced to handle it. The three elements of cost should be Introduced so 
that the cost of manufacturing statement may be set up in good form.

Journal entries were not introduced until all the material men
tioned had bean grasped by the class. Very little time was spent on the 
general journal as the only book of original entry. Since the classes 
understood the rule of debit and credit it was possible to introduce the 
other books of original entry, namely the cash book, sales .Journal, and 
purchase .Journal at almost the earns time.

Selling and administration expenses were presented after the books 
of original entry. Ho attempt was made to charge a portion of them to the 
product for as previously stated it was not the intent to make the course 
one of cost finding. They were handled in the a m s way as in accounting 
for exchange, or tho seme as they are presented in any of the other ap
proaches.

The change from accounting for a business in which conversion - 
manufacturing was the basis of operation to a business in which exchange - 
retail selling was the basis for operation was made, little difficulty 
was encountered here in fact the ease in which It was accomplished was 
quits noticeable.
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CHAPTER 5
concisions

The writer confidently expected a distinct gain in * teachability" 
to result from this approach* first* growing out of It logically* end 
second* out of the thorough drilling In the thoughtful analysis of 
transactions which is enforced by withholding the journal for some time. 
The things sought are simple! (1) an understanding of the logic of book
keeping reasoning* (3) an acquaintance with the method of recording 
financial facts* end (3) the particular way of reflecting changes in 
physical production by corresponding figure-ad jus taunts In the record 
(l.o.» internal transfers between accounts* dosing* etc.).

In these few, and* to the experienced bookkeeper* simple things* 
Ilea the mystery of double entry bookkeeping. Our main task as teachers* 
then* is to get these things over to the beginner regardless of the way 
bookkeeping was first practiced in the Middle Ages* end regardless* In 
the first part of the course* of the sequence now followed by the com
mercial bookkeeper in actual business transactions.

A report can be made that the new approach accomplished the chore 
and more. At the end of the quarter the same general examination (Ap
pendix A) was given to both classes mentioned early in this paper* mm3, 
the class which had been taught by the cost approach had & higher aver
age than did the other class (Table 4). It must be admitted that the 
results do not show the superiority ae conclusively as might be desired* 
but it must be remembered that the etudente did not have access to a 
text. It ie believed that when the material is placed In aonuscript 
form and used again the restate will be more eatisfnetory.
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Table 4
Final Kx'.jaination Grades

Ihsaber Aversge Average TTuuber Aver&g© Avenge
of Stu- Mental Final Jtaois- of Stt*. Mental Final Swsa-

l§35-33 16 35.3 85. 6 33.3 78.
19153-34 10 36.4 86. 7 35.3 79
1934-35 13 36.1 91 17 41.9 84

M j ^ j E E a l a U a  ... _____BIO_____ - J B L - ..aft*?.,.
^ e  Average Mental Hcore secured from the results obtained on 

the Otis Self-Administering teste of Mental Ability - Hitter 
1 Education* Form A. These results were secured from the filed of 
Mr* Key Orianell who was in charge of Mental Ability Testing at 
the institution. Ko attempt was made to reduoe these scores to 
the I Q; of the students because of the following comment of Mr. 
Grinnellt "Intelligence ijuotieats are tmaveiliMe after the age 
of fifteen. After that ego there is no agreement upon the Validity 
of quotient figures. The best we can do then Is to give the scores 
made in the Otis test* and a table of comparisons with the scores 
made by students throughout the country at large." The table of 
comparison with the score made by students throughout the country 
at large Is omitted because the intelligence rating Is herein 
used only for a comparison of the two groups used in the experi
ment.

It will be noted in the above table that the group taking the work 
in which the 30th Century Text was used had a slightly hlghed average 
mental score, but that they were abow* five and one-half points below the 
group in which the cost approach was used. Though this difference in 
result is not great, it is more significant when the contents of the ex
amination is noted and understood. The test (Appendix A) wes built up 
from tests published by the Southwestern Publishing Company, designed to 
be used with their text. Consequently the students taught by the ap
proach used in the text had a decided advantage on this test.

Hot only were better results obtained on the final examination, 
but also for the quarter* s work by those who were taught by the Coat
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proach (fable 5). Again It will b© noted that thouf-jh the group used In 
the Cost Approach sections did not have quite as high an average on the 
Otle test, the results obtained as expressed in  naarter grades were better.

AS was stated earlier a large masher of the students enrolled do 
not complete the year's work in accounting due to the fact that only the 
first quarter's work Is required for those taking the stenographic 
course and the greenhouse course, and due to failures and transfers to 
other departments. Unfortunately this makes it impossible to determine 
with any degree of accuracy the quality of the work which might be ex
pected in advanced courses. Approximately half of those included in 
this experiment completed the year* a work during the years the experi
ment was being conducted, but they were not evenly distributed between 
the two groups, so no attempt was made to tabulate the results. From 
the number of eases available for study it was evident, however, that 
those who had bean introduced to the subject by the cost approach had 
a better understanding of the fundamental g  of bookkeeping and account
ing than did those from the other group. It was also easier for than 
to grasp the new material. This of course is the opinion of the writer, 
tabulated results to prove it are not available.

In presenting this new method of approach to the students, errors 
wsre undoubtedly made, • ome of them have been indicated in this review. 
These can be eliminated by working over the material and using It with 
new classes. There is no doubt in the mind of the writer that after it 
had been set up In the final form, the Cost Approach will be superior 
to any of the other systems of approach now la use. It is hoped that 
some time in the future this material mey be turned over to a number of
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Voblfl 6
Quarter Grades of All Students Used in the Kxperlment

Student
ilggAU. .<af. final Jtoraach—  
Mental Quarter ..■Rftaalto. afjfctk&aatogy. .A m a a shMental Quarter 

____ fifiOZfl__________ ftgfi4ea_______63 60 60 80
2 63 89 55 89
3 59 89 55 89
4 50 80 49 80
5 48 89 48 80
6 47 97 48 80
7 46 89 47 89
8 45 80 47 97
9 43 80 46 50
10 42 89 45 80
11 42 89 45 80
12 41 89 44 80
13 40 89 39 80
14 40 80 39 50
15 40 80 38 80
16 40 80 37 80
17 40 80 36 72
18 40 60 36 80
19 39 89 36 50
20 38 89 35 80
21 36 80 32 72
22 33 80 31 80
22 33 80 31 50
34 33 72 30 72
35 29 80 29 SO
36 29 72 28 5027 28 89 27 80
38 28 72 35 72
39 28 72 21 8030 27 50 21 80
31 27 50
32 26 50
33 26 80
34 21 69
36 21 72
36 21 50
37 21 50
38 13 SO

Average 36.4 76.7 38.7 74.4
Raare , ____JLM2________BQs22____ — .iSLafifi____

“The median of the percentage allotted to each letter grade wee 
used to compute the averages. For each *F* failure a numerical 
grads of 50 was unsigned. *A* e* were assigned 97, *B*e* 89, 
*C*iT 80, and *,G*eB 73.
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co-opereting tanchors, who will use it la their own classrooms to see 
whether they secure the same results as the writer. It is realised 
that to secure the adoption of this approach hy a great meibor of 
teachers would require unquestionable proof of ite superiority. This 
can he secured only by the tabulation of the results secured by con
tinually working with the material, both in its present form and in 
manuscript fora.

Those #10 read this thesis will undoubtedly fora opinions both 
for and against it. If they would list their criticisms and submit 
them to the writer it would be appreciated.
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APFKKBIX A
ACOOUfflfXHO

First Tear Accounting Final 2btw*ln&tion
saction i. m #m a&  m n c «ksf. jourhalx ;ibg fit/oraACFioss

QSicCnOHSt As you road each transaction, select from the list of 
accounts given below, the account to be debited and the account to be 
credited in tanking the .loom'd record. Write the tmrtfoam of these 
accounts in the appropriate columns as shown in the sample, fhe list 
of accounts is arranged in idle order in the ledger

Dr. Cr.

SAJCHUBBi (Use accounts below)
Bought merchandise for cash.......... _____

hit;® OF ACC0USF8

1. Cash 9. Bales Returns and
2. Kotes Receivable Allowances
3. Customer's Account 10. Purchases
4. Mdse. Inventory 11. Freight end Brsyage in
s. Motes Payable 12. Purchase Returns and
6. Creditor’s Accounts Allowances
7. Wm. Wolff, Capital 13. Misc. Expenses
8. Sales 14. Interest Kerned

15. Interest Cost
gpoup a  - a m m m  m m tm

TRAKSACflOKS

1 - 2
3 - 4
5 - 6
7 - 3
9 we 10
11 - 12
13 - 14

Bought Merchandise on account . . . . . 
Paid freight and dreyage for the month 
Paid cash to a creditor on account. . . 
Wm. Wolff invested cash in the business 
Gave our note to a creditor on scot . . 
Paid one of our non-intere st-bearing
notes .......... . . . . . . . . . .

Make a record of cash sales for today .

“^ ? T - Cr.
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18 - 16. Had# credit allowance to customer
account of defective merchandise . . • 

17 - 18. Returned merchandise to creditor for
credit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

19 - 30. Received check from customer in amount
of non-interest-bearing note........

21 - 33. Received cash refund for mdse, returned. 
23 - 34. Gave Citizen's Rank our check for 

interest on cur note.........
38 - 36. Paid cash to adjust claim on defective

merchandise sold ....................
37 - 28, Citisen's Bank credited our account

with interest on deposits . . . . . .
39 - 30. Our bank account was credited for face

of our note given to b .nk todiy . . .

Follow sene directions aa Group A.
MS* OF ACCOUHTS

16. Mdse. Inventory
17. Wnu Wolff, Capital
18. Sales
19. Sales Ksturns and 

Allowances
30. Purchases

31. Freight and Preyoge In 
23. Purchase Returns and 

Allowances
33. Office Supplies
34. Miscellaneous 'expenses
35. Profit end loss

CROUP B - AIUUHTIlKi AMD CJLOSIHO KRTRIRS

31
33
36
37

39
41
4348

Make Journal Entries i
33. *o transfer Mdse. inventory to the

purchase account ...................
34. fo record mdse. Inventory at the close

of the period....................
36. *o transfer tales returns and allow

ances to the profit and loss account . 
38. To transfer cost of freight and dray age 

on purchases to the profit and loss
account . . . . . . . .  ............

40. To transfer purchase returns eaod allow
ances to the profit and lose account . 

42. To transfer the cost of goods sold to
the profit and loss account ........

44. To transfer the sales to the profit and
loss account................... .

46. To transfer the cost of office supplies 
to the profit and loss account . . .

"T57” ,mmw r -
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47 - 48• To tr nsfor miacellmeous expenses to 
the profit end loss account • . » . 

49 - 60. To transfer the net profit for the 
period to the proprietor** capital 
account........................

Section 2 .  RULJSB FOE JWJHKALI3I1I&.

DIP XTXOHBt Complete the statements helow by underlining the 
correct words either MUkft or finite*

1.
3.
3.4.
5.
6.
7.8. 
9.

10.

All Increases in assets are recorded as . . .
All decreases In assets are recorded as . . •
All Increases In liabilities are recorded as. 
All decreases In liabilities are recorded a*. 
All increases In proprietorship are recorded 
as . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

All decreases In proprietorship are r corded
a s ................. ..................

A H  increases in Income are recorded as . . .
All decreases in Income are recorded as . . .
All increases in expenses are recorded as . . 
All decreases in expenses are recorded as • •

debits credits
debits credits
debits credits
debits credits
debits credits
debits credits
debits credits
debits credits
debits credits
debits credits

Section 3. MULTIPLE CHOICE T5S5T - R . ORJJISG TPAKSAOTIOSS.
DIEKCTIOHSt Aa yon read each transaction below* select from the 

list of Journals given below the Journal which will be used in making 
the record* and lariat its letter in the column. Kate etmples.

SAMPLESt

Received check for Interest on customer's note 
Paid creditor on account less discount . . .

Which 

_____£L_____B

LIST OF SPECIAL JUUHHaLS

A. Purchases Journal
B. Sales Journal
C. Cash Receipts Journal
D. Cash Payments Journal 
K, General Journal
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TRANSACT IOES

1. Proprietor Invests merchandise . . . . . . . . .
flhich

.-Jjaaaaa___
2. Proprietor Invests cash . . . . . . . . . . . .
3. Bought merchandise on account . .............
4. Hold merchandise, terras GO d a y s .............
5. Hold merchandise, terms cash.........
6. Gave creditor our note on account . . . . . . .
7 m Received check from customer on account . . . .
0. Paid creditor in full on account........... .
9. Received note from customer on account . . . . .  
10. Sold merchandise for cash . . . . . . . . . . .
11. Bought stamps and stationery for cash . . . . .
12. Sold customer stamps for cash . . . . . . . . .
13. Gave customer cash refund on sale returned . . .
14. Custoner returned merchandise for credit . . . .
15. We returned merchandise for credit...........
16. Received cash refund for merchandise we

returned
17. Gave bank our check in payment for note and

interest . . . . . . . . . .  .............  .
18. Received check from customer on account less

discount . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Section 4, TECH FALS55 TKST - Sf :CIAL JOTH»AL8.
9tR$CTXQH8i After each statement below that Is true, draw a lino 

■under "true." If the statement Is false, draw a Has under ‘'false." 
The first answer Is underlined as a sample.

SAMPLEi
One journal may be used to record all transactions . . true false
1. The use of special Journals reduces the work of 

posting transactions ..................... . true false
2. The use of spec!si Journals reduces the work of 

recording transactions ..................... true false
3. The purchases journal records all necessary In

formation, for each purchases, on one line . . true false4. Sack entry la the cash receipts Journal requires 
sever,-! lines ......................... . true false

8. The sales journal provides, in one place, a record 
of ell sales on account . . . . . . . . . . . true false

6. The purchases Journal reduces the work of post
ing at least forty per cent . . . . . . . . . true false

7. The sales Journal reduces the work of posting 
at least eighty per cent . . . .  ............ true false

7
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8, The cash receipts journal separates the
record of cash receipts from that of oil
other transactions......................   true false

9, If a customer wants to know how much he owes,
the bookkeeper looks In the sales journal for
the amount...........   true false

10. If the proprietor wants to know how much he owes
a creditor, he looks in the purchases journal
for the desired information ................. true false

11. The purchases journal is a book of final entry . true false
12. The sales journal m y also bo called the sales

book...........     true false
13. Only purchases on accounts are recorded in the

purchases journal    true false
14. Only sales on account ere recorded in the sales

journal .................   true false
18. ?«rchandiae returned by a charge customer is

recorded in the purchases journal ........... true false
16. A cafeteria does not need a sales journal . . . .  true false
17. A cafeteria does not need a nurchase journal . . true false
18. Cash Bales ore recorded in the cash receipts

journal .................................... true false
19. Cash purchases are recorded in the cash pay

ments journal . . . . . . . . .  ............ true false
30. Merchandise returned to a creditor is recorded

in the sales journal.........   true false
21. She cash receipts journal and the cash payments

journal combined are the cash book . . . . . .  true false
22. The cash receipts journal is a book of final

entry . . . . . . . . . . . .  .............  true false
23. All cash receipts ore recorded in the cash

receipts journal ...........................  true false
24. Only cash receipts are recorded in the cash

receipts journal ............................ true false
28. .Then merchandise la sold for cash the entry is

mads in the cash receipts journal . . . . . .  true false
26. A note received from a charge customer is re

corded in the cash receipts journo . . . . .  true false
27. Only cash payments are recorded In the cash pay

ments journal...........     true false
28. The Cash payments journal is & book of final

entry ...................................... true false
29. A note issued to a creditor is recorded In the

cash payments journal . . . . . . . . . . . .  true false
30. When merchandise le bought for oaah, the entry

is mode In the cash payments journal . . . . .  true false
31. The general journal is a book of final entry . . true false
32. The cash receipts journal and cash payments are

subdivisions of the general journal......... true false
33. The purchases journal and sole journal ere sub

divisions of the general journal . . . . . . .  true false
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34. The title of a special journal is the title of
the account to which the total is posted . . .  true false

35. Opening entries ore recorded in the general
journal only ............................   true files

36. All ad justing entries are recorded in the
general journal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  true false

37. All closing entries nr© recorded in the general
journal.....................................true false

38. All current entries are recorded in the general
journal ..................................... true false

39. If there are assets other than cash invested the
opening entry is made in the purchase journal, true false

40. The total of the sties journal is posted to the
debit of the soles account . ................true false

41. The posting to the accounts with charge cue tamers
is usually dally . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  true false

42. The total of the purchases journal is posted
to the credit of the purchases account . . . .  true false

43. The bookkeeper may prove eash before posting to
the two cash journals ........................true false

44. An error in adding the sales discount column
will be detected in proving cash . . . . . . .  true false

45. If the two cash journals are used, it is
necessary to maintain two cash accounts in
the ledger . . . . . . . . . . .  ...........  true false

46. The total of the net cash column of the cash re
ceipts Journal is posted to the credit of the
cash account...............  true false

47. Bach individual entry in the purchase journal ie
posted to the credit of the account name . . .  true false

48. Bach individual entry in the cash payments
Journal is posted to the credit of the amount
name . . . . . . . . . .  .......... . . . . .  true false

49. Bath individual entry in the cash receipts
journal Is posted to the debit of the account
n a m e d ...............    true false

00. The accounting t e m  for property belonging to a
business is asset . . . . .  ...............  true false

51. A business transaction is a (hangs in assets,
liabilities or proprietorship . . . . . . . .  true false

52. It is not necessary to maintain records and
prove them to be correct . . . . . . . . . . .  true false

53. Debit refers to the right side of the account . . true false
54. Cash paid for rent decreases the cash . . . . . .  true false
55. Cash paid for merchandise purchased increases

cash.....................  true false
56. A sale on credit increases the asset accounts

receivable...................................true false
57. Cash received from a charge customer increases

cash and decreases the useet accounts re
ceivable ....................   true false
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68. Debit the Purchase® account for merchandise
returned to the creditor ...................

69. Cash paid a creditor decreases assets and
liabilities ...............................

60. Cash taken out of the business by the owner de
crease® the Assets end proprietorship . . . .

61. The ledger contains infomation in account form .
63. The Journal contains a record of the transac

tions in Journal fora ...................
63. Debit sales for merchandise sold ..............
64. A liability Incurred usually results in an in

crease in an asset . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
66. A liability paid results in a decrease to the

Assets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
66. An account is kept with each cash customer . . .
67. The balance of the Drawing account la one of the

expenses of the business . .................
68. The Capital account is credited for investments .
69. The balance of the Drawing account is transferred

to the Capital account at the close of the 
fiscal period ...............  . . . . . . .

70. Xadh expense account records a decrease in
proprietorship............................

71. Sack Income account records an increase in
proprietorship ........ . . . . . . . . . . .

73. The Cadi account Is credited for each amount re
ceived ....................................

73. The Cash account is debited for each amount paid.
74. The balance of the Profit and Lobs Summary ac

count is transferred to the drawing account .
76. The balance of each expense account is trans

ferred to the credit of the Profit and Loss 
suismry account . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

76. A withdrawal of a part of the capital decreases
the assets ' nd proprietorship......... . •

77. Aasets equal Liabilities plus Proprietorship . .
78. The account with each creditor shows a  liability.
79. The account with each charge customer shows an

asset ....................................

true false
true false
true false
true false
true f {ilse
true false
true false
true false
true false
true false
true false

true false
true false
true false
true false
true false
true false

true false
true false
true false
true false
true foies
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Section 6. woiatxse m m ,

DXRXCTJOBB* The columns below contains the Working Sheet Columns, 
and the columns below contain the account titles on the ledger of 
M. B, Butler at the close of the fiscal period. In the parenthesis 
at the right of each account title write the Working Sheet column 
numbers in which the account balances appear on the completed. Working 
Sheet. The cash balance will appear in the Trial Balance Dr* and the 
Balance Sheet Assets oilmans, hence the *1 and &  in the parenthesis.

Working Sheet Columns
1. Trial Balance, Dr. 2. Trial Balance, Cr.
3. Adjustments, Dr. 4. Adjustments, Or.
ft. Balance Sheet, Assets c. Balance Chest, Liabilities
7. P. &!>., >bcpenees end Costs and Capital

8. P. & L„, Income
Account Titles

1. Cash............ ( 1 &■ B ) 12. The C m » r Co., Cr. ( )
2. A« f • JitiXX $ • -T • • ) 13. Smith Co., Cr. . . « ( 33. H. B. Lacy, Dr.. . ( ■ ) 14. Jones & Jones, Cr. • ( J4. B. ». Band, Dr.. . 15. M.B.Butler, Cap. . • ( J5. R.B.Doyle, Dr. . . c Z ) 16. 2i. B. Butler,Drew . • < J6. H.Kow. & Co., Dr.. (_ } 17. Stiles.......... (_ )
7. J. Roe, Dr. . . . ( i 18. Purchases . . . . (_ J
8 . Mdse. Inventory . ( ..... s 19. Rent ’xpena# . . . • ( J
9. Kline Bros., Cr. . c . .J 20. Salary Expense . • • ( 1
10. J£* Z.Lee & Son., Cr. < . J 21. General Jbepense . • ( J
11. Johnson & Son,Cr. (..-...... ) 22, Mdse. Inv.Aug. 31 • ( )

Section 6. BOSTttD AMD TRIAL BALA1JC8.
DZHXGTXOBBt Head each roastion below nod underline the appropriate 

word as shewn in the sample.
SAMPLE
On which aid© of the proprietor’s account is the original

investment recorded? ........................... . debit credit
1. To which side of the creditor* a account is each

entry in Aha purchases Journal posted? . . . . .  debit credit 
3. To which side of the customer's account is each

entry in the sales Journal posted? . . . . . . .  debit credit
3. To which side of the account named is each entry

on the receipts side of the cash book posted? . debit credit
4. To which side of the account named is each entry

on the payment side of the cash book posted? . . debit credit
5. To which side of the Sales account is the total

of the sales Journal posted?............... . debit credit
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6. To which side of the JUrchase account la the
total of the purchases journal posted! . . . .  debit 

?. To shleh side of the Cash account Is the total
of the receipts side of the cash book posted!, debit 

3. To which, side of the Caeh account la the total
of the payment side of the cash book posted! « debit 

9, Xf there Is cash on hand, which side of the
Cash account Is the largest?............... debit

10, Each open account receivable will be listed on
the Trial Balance as a! . . . . . . . . . . .  debit

11, Each open account payable will be listed on the
Trial Balonov as a? « « , « * .  « . , « « « #  debit 

13. The Sales account balance will be listed on the
Trial Balance &e rJ debit

13. The Purchase# account balance will be listed on
the Trial Balance an a? ............... debit

14. Each Expense account belaace will be listed on
the Trial Glance as a! . . . . . . . . . . .  debit

IB. Which side of the Trial Balance is affected if 
an error is made in totaling & customer* s 
recount which causes it to be over-stated? • . debit

16. which side of the Trial Balance is affected
if an error is made in totaling & creditor*# 
account which causes it to be over-stated! . . debit

17. Xf in posting: from the a loa journal the
amount of the sale, $1.16, is posted to the 
customer*s account os $3.51, which side of
the Trial Balance is affected? ..............debit

10. If in posting from the purchases journal the 
mount of n purchase of $136.00 is posted 
to the debit aide of the account with a 
creditor, which side of the Trial Balance
is increased?, . . . . .  .......... debit

19. If through error the total sales, $4136.60 le 
posted $4036.60, which side of the Trial 
Saline® is affected? . . . . . . . . . . . . .  debit

30. Xf through error the total purchases, $2,133.66, 
is posted as $2,133.66, which side of the 
Trial Balance is affected? . . . . . . . . . .  debit

credit
credit
credit
credit
credit
credit
credit
credit
credit

credit

credit

credit

credit

credit

credit
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appkkdxx s
SAMPLES OF STORKS USED IH THK COURSE 

Second Lecture
A brdad subject like accounting is always difficult to define* 

Precise definitions are likely to be inadequate at best* end are often 
misleading* It is often better to permit the entire exposition to build 
what definitions it may in the reader's mind than to attempt to formu
late the essence of the matter in a few words. Accordingly* 1 shall not 
attempt to present a satisfactory ch- rasterisation of accounting in a 
single statement. X believe* however, that looking in the direction of 
some possible definition* we will find injuries and suggestions which 
will shed light upon our subject and especially aid in the development 
of the proper perspective*

In the first place* the accounting profession consists of four 
separate branches. First* there Is what mlfht be termed constructive 
accounting, Every business requires a system of accounts and accounting 
principles to aid in keeping the books. ?hat is* someone most organise* 
plan, arrange, and put into use the books used by the business, fodpy, 
there is a group of accountants who have specialised in  tills work* and 
who do nothing but installation work. It is true that many of our 
present systems are not the result of one man's efforts* but are rather 
the work of a number of men - that is* they have gone through a process 
Of evolution, nevertheless* originally* there was one man who made the 
first installation. Shut weak today has been specialised to the extent* 
as X have already said* that there are accountants who do no other 
type of work.
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Second* there is that sub-field known as bookkeeping. Authors 
hare attempted to differentiate between bookkeeping end accounting* but 
they hare failed; it is impossible to draw a line and say to one side 
is bookkeeping* and on tide other le accounting. Bookkeeping* however* 
le largely a routine* orderly process of analysing and booking business 
transactions.

Third* there are the periodic interpretation sod analysis of the 
records Of toe business enterprise in the light of various valuations 
and inventories and the preparation of important financial statements 
for the use of toe managers* investors, etc.* which r e based u on their 
analysis. Undoubtedly* there is a question as to just how far the ac
countant way go in valuation work; but even though he is limited in this 
work, he does not have to interpret and pass judgment upon valuation 
data and incorporate this material in his fundamental financial exhibits, 
^urthenaore, the accountant is certainly expected to compute accruals* 
to gauge intangibles, to formulate depreciation policies* and to work 
out rules of valuation in connection with merchandise and other assets* 
even if the actual work of appraisals tod taking inventory is left to 
ethers. We n±#ht stop for a moment and consider what vs mean by ac
cruals and intangibles, but it is not my intention to go deeply into 
these subjects at this time, hater in the course we will consider them 
from all angles. By accruals, we mean those items which become real 
das to the passage of time - such as interest on money borrowed. Boy 
by day this amount is increasing* yet in accounting we only attempt to 
record it periodically. Intangibles are those items having value* but 
not physical nature. All of you know that an inventor ©an secure a
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patent, which protects his invention from ties by others, from the 
Government of the United States. There is no doubt that this right to 
use or control the use of has value, hut it Is not a thing that one can 
pick up as one can a book.

The third branch of accounting involves the preparation of 
periodic income, balance sheets, m d  all other exhibits and reports de
signed to show the income or less .-«& net worth or actual value.

The fourth these of accounting ie that known as auditing, or 
staple chocking of the work performed usually by the bookkeeper.

Zt is the function of the accountant to register all values coming 
into the business, to follow their course within the enterprise, and to 
note their final disappearance from the business, and at the same time 
to record the effect of ell of these processes upon the various elements 
of ownerships

We can well afford to stop at this point to consider the social 
side of accounting. What is the function of accounting from the stand
point of the community, or the entire industrial situation? What part 
doss accounting piny in the economic process? Of what significance is 
accounting from the standpoint of general industrial welfare?

There is an inclination to consider accounting as a mere tool of 
trade, a mechanism with which the business man, for his own immediate 
purposes, counts profits and losses.

Personally, I think that accounting has a much more impertsnt 
place in the business would, than merely the determining of the profits 
and losses. What, for instance, would a business man do if he were 
forced to sot his prices without the aid of an accounting system? It
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would lie practically iraposnible for him to do this task la the modern 
business ora, Formerly, when business was more or loos barter, price 
fixation was of little Importancet but today. In this highly competitive 
business world, the price toast ho sot at a place where the business mm 
wills flret, got the money back that he has Invested In the product* 
second, make a profits and third, moot competition with hie product. 
Prices accurately set also aid him In determining other business policiee, 
such as whan to increase or when to decrease hie cutout. Insofar as 
accounting contributes to render effective the control of the price 
system in Its direction of economic activity. It contributes to the 
general productive efficiency nnd hes a dear cut social significance - 
a value to the Industrial community as a whole.

¥he business man expands his business when prices are at that 
point which makes it advisable to buy at that time. He sells when he 
thinks the prices are at the most profitable point. Ihe accountant must 
aid in preparation of these prices. Furthermore, we must consider that 
the money Invested in these various items are not all recovered at the 
time of the sole of the products of the company. Borne of them are re
tained and do not lose their value, let us look at land for instance - 
practically unperishable (• griculturd land excluded) so that all that 
is necessary for the business man to know is that he c m  recover his in
vestment in land from its sale at any time. But in the case of a build
ing we have an entirely different problem. For as the building is used, 
its v®lu© decreases. Whet becomes of that portion of the building which 
is being lost? We cannot soy that the building is going into the 
product which is being manufactured, but it ia evident that the building
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is becoming of loss value because the products are being produced. 
Kt-turally* If this is true* the selling price must include an amount to 
cover this loss in Talus of the building. It la the duty of the ac
countant to determine how much of this there is per unit of the product* 
and also how <iuch of the building remains (what its Value is) and can 
be considered sc an asset (property belonging to the business).

We must also consider the difference between modern business wad 
business of old. It has not been so many years ago that the oorraon 
business house was of the type owned by one men end known as the single 
proprietorship. The large corporation was the exception. Today* it is 
the opposite. Hot that the number of corporations have outnumbered the 
small firms* for they have not* but they have far outgrown them ss far 
as capital invested is concerned. Formerly with the small business* 
the utmost simplicity in operation and marketing organisation was the 
rule. In each a system the need for accounting as we now know it was 
not urgent. The owner could readily keep in mind much of the detail of 
his business* and could be personally cognisant of the status of each 
important property item without elaborate records. A more or lees 
systematic diary of business transactions wm  usually the extent of his 
accounting; little in the way of managerial analysis or valuation was 
attempted or needed.

Comparing that with today, we find the large enterprise requir
ing a large tocrant of capital, employing a numerous personnel, utilising 
scores or even hundreds of types of properties* operating perhaps several 
plants and selling goods in a world market. In the case of these large 
and complex enterprises there is evidently a need for m  extensive 
system of accounts.
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If prices were comparatively etshle, as was the case la 8s*ly 
Kaglish Industrial history* the problem of ascert lining the status of 
properties would be essentially a natter of physical measurements m 4 
appraisal and bunco would be relatively simple; physical units could be 
converted directly into value toms. But today* prices are anything 
but st.hle. They are continually fluctuating, and this together with 
the changing vjslua of money complicates the task of the accountant, end 
at the same time renders his work more essential.

Kotos of the Second l.octure
St might seeza to the reader that such a lecture of seetdr dLy 

difficult material would confuse the students oven to the extent of en
couraging these to drop the course. Such was not found to be true. The 
purpose of the lecture was to give the student what might be termed a 
"bird*# aye view* of the work to be covered, and at the same time to 
make them realise the need for careful analysis ond study of their notes. 
It was not intended that after this one discussion the student would be 
able to understand all the material covered. Yet it we© surprising to 
find that tmay of the class did get a great deal out of the lecture m  
shown by the clasc discussions at the time the material xrm taken tap in 
detail.

The results of the lecture the first year were so satisfying to 
the instructor that it was repented the second and third years the "Cost 
Approach" w&a used, with even better results for it was better known 
shat to emphasise and what not to emphasise.

It raifht be well to add that the instructor has the habit of using 
the blackboard almost constantly, sad that it is difficult to write the
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lectures a# actually given. The material repeated here has been taken 
verbatum from the lecture notes prepared before meeting the various 
classes. But it le necessary to mention the fact that they were altered 
la presentation that is, they were not simply read to the class, but were 
used only as notes. Where the attitude of the class Indicated that it 
was not clear, additional material was Inserted.

Third lecture
Host of you, of course, realise by this time that bookkeeping is 

the art of record making end record keeping. If that Is true, one of the 
most important duties of the accountant is to classify the various ex
penses, incomes, debts, end properties of ths particular business.

It is not difficult for you to Imagine the condition of the records 
if they vers not properly classified - a Jumble of facts and figures would 
result which would be of little value to anyone.

The owners and employees of the business are not only interested 
in s correct classification for the personal reasons, but find that it is 
absolutely necessary. As has been pr ivioualy said, this carefully ar
ranged information Is necessary so that the prices at which the goods are 
to be ecld c m  be accurately set.

There is little need for memory work In accounting. You could 
probably take the lectures word for word mad then memorise them; but you 
would find that unless you understand them, you would not be able to fol
low the discussion as the class progressed or to solve many of the 
problems. -J'or that reason, it is necessary to emphasise again the need 
for conferences between you and your instructor whenever you ere hewing 
difficulty.
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It ia necessary for us to understand a few of the technical term 
which will ha need throughout the course. In connection with what hue 
been previously said about memorising* it mljht he well to add that here 
you will have your first opportunity to understand instead of Just learn
ing words. Ton will find it necessary to learn these terms* hut you most 
understand each of then and see the relationship between them.

"Assets* is the first one. Assets are those things which have 
Value and are owned by an individual or a company. Practically all of 
you have before you a notebook* and have a pencil in your hand. Those 
two items are assets belonging to you. If you put up a pop stand and 
endeavored to operate it at a fair* you would have several assets f name
ly* the stand itself* the pop* candy* and whatever else you had for sale* 
end the e&eh you had for change at the start of the day. How you could 
any that your assets consisted of the following! notebook* pencil* pop* 
candy and money. But if you wanted to know how ranch profit you made on 
the pop stand* it would be necessary for you to keep two sets of records; 
one in which you kept your personal items - pencil cod notebook - and one 
in which you kept the record of the aseete of your business - pop stand* 
pop* candy* and Change.

"Liabilities* is the second terra to consider because it seems to 
go hand in hand with the first. Liabilities are those amounts owed. It 
is altogether possible that you did not have enough money to buy the pop 
and candy we montioned before* but you did find a merchant who would 
trust you for them. Xn other words he would allow you to charge them un
til after you sold a part of them and secured some money. How we said 
the pop and candy were assets* but the mount you owe for them is your
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liability. You hove a creditor who has sold you foods with the under
standing that you would pay him at some later date.

Vfhere did the monsy you had for change at the beginning cone front 
You had saved it out of your allowance. To shorn does it belong? To 
you, of course. But shat are you doing with it? You hm e turned it 
over to your business. We night say the business* your business* owes 
you money too. Xs that a liability? No, that is what we call "Capital." 
You have invested the money in the business with the idea in mind of 
getting it bofik plus s profit* but it is necessary for you to pay your 
creditor for tide pop and candy before you take your money back. That 
shows the difference between liabilities and capital. Liabilities 
represent the amount owed to someone who has trusted the business* end 
this will hare to be repaid before the owner of the hunlneea eon recover 
the amount he has invested* the Capital.

As soon as you sell your first bottle of pop you have " income,** 
that is money coming into the business. There are several different 
kinds of income* but for the time being we will be satisfied to under
stand that income is derived from the sale of goods.

The business is so great that it is impossible for you to trike 
core of it satisfactorily alone* so you offer a friend one dollar If he 
will help you for the rest of the day. In other words* you employ him 
to help you. Sis wages, or salary* is an "Expense" of the business. And 
there we have the fifth tern necessary to be understood at this time. Ex
penses are the various costs of operating the business. They may be 
salaries as in the above ease, or they any be paid out as rent* or for 
any number of items which you find it necessary to secure to make tide
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operation of your business more successful.
How it la necessary to stop for a moment and acquaint outselvee 

with the business which will ha uesd as a basis for naost of the illustra
tions and problems for tha rest of the quarter, it to the Brown Shoe 
Company owned ?«d operated by U r, Brown.

Hatnrelly, it is necessary for Mr. Brown to hay leather from which 
to make the shoes he hopes to sail. In addition* it Is necessary to ear- 
ploy laborers* to secure machinery, end to rent or buy a building In 
which to operate.

In order to secure ell of these assets it is necessary to haw® 
money. Where is he to get it! He may secure It from two sources t in
vest his own - capital; or buy the necessary items on credit - liabili
ties.

But if we are going to hare in the business all of these valuable 
assets* owe creditors money* end owe the proprietor (owner) money it is 
going to be necessary to have s?oma method of keeping a record of it. Have 
any of you a suggestion as to how we might keep a record of the informa
tion we want? Motet With very little leading on the part of the in
structor* the students devised a form of account, fhey started out with 
a simple meroonadum entry and finally ended up with the using of one page 
in n book for each of the various items. It was not^intention of the 
writer to introduce debit and credit at this point* so the idea of one 
page for each item was accepted. It was not difficult to have the class 
record the following transactions and others of a like nature - after 
which* they were given a list of twenty-five transactions to have recoided 
by the next time the olass met.
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Problems Solved In Class

M t e r  the fallowing transactions in the form of accounts which wo 
have just decided upon.

Mr. Brown Invests $50,000 in this business.**
Bought $8,000 worth of leather.
Bought machinery costing $80,000 paying $36,000 cosh end promising 

to pair the rest later. rhia machinery was Tturch&sed from Che M/iehinery 
Co.**

Banted a building paying *10,000 for & year*a turn in advance.
Paid employees $5,000 cash.

••She student# used two accounts for cash: one in which they recorded 
the cash invested by Mr. Brown, and the other to record the cash paid out.

Fifth lecture
* ; . . . .  t

Mr. Brown finds that he con sell his shoes as fast as he c m  make 
thorn. In the first week he operated his factory, 100 pairs of shoo# were 
manufactured. Mr. Jones offered to buy them for * 360,00.

But now Mr. Brown is at a loss to know whether he can afford to 
sell them for that amount of money, unless he has taken the trouble to 
find out hew much each pair costs him. Fortunately, he very carefully 
traced the first pair through the factory, end he found that they cost him 
$2.23. So he knows he c m  sell them for $3.60 a pair and make a satis
factory profit. In his Investigation of the cost of the first pair, he 
found that it took $1.00 worth of leather to make them, that S# worth of 
thread was used in narking them, that he used 80 # of tho value of the 
machines, that 18$ of the value of his right in the building wee used, end 
that it required 80# worth of hie employees* time to make each pair.
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Sow the problem Is to determine the beat method to record this sale 
of shoes to Mr. Jones. We had $5,000 of leather, but after making the 
sale we will hare only $4,900 for there was $1.00 worth of leather in each 
pair.

Motel In the same way as before the students ware led to discover 
that it would he advisable to have two sides to each account» one for 
Value received end one for value given. In the « m  manner as stated 
above they were encouraged to record the lessening value of each of the 
* asset0 items making up the coat of the shoes and to record the profit on 
the transaction in the proprietor* s account.

After this first sale was recorded additional tales were given 
them to he prepared outside of the class. It was the students who raised 
the question the next time the dees met as to whether there was some way 
to record the information and eliminate the small credits. ?his made It 
easy to introduce the sales account and the cost of sales account.
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APPEKDIX 0
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dpnm sx c

JsXAMTLKfJ OF PROBLEMS USSD IK COURS3S

CClOf ACCOUNT IKG Sxorcli
Trial Balance

Gash $47,000
Machinery 50,000
Rent 4,500
Leather 40,000
Thread 1,000
Labor 10,000
Light and Power 1,000
Rent (fuel) 2,000
dames & Co. 2,000
Sudtfa & Co. 4,000
Brown Ik Go. 8,000
Piper Howe Co, $ 1,500
Brown* Proprietor 150,000
Sales

m & X L . i W

Inventories J Heat (Fuel) $ 1,500
Machinery 49*000
Light & Power 700
Labor 5,000
Thread 500
Leather 34,000
Rent 4,000

Directions*
1. Set up each of the accounts in the above Trisa Balance 

on Ladder Paper.
3. Reduce the account balances to the Inventory figares given 

by transferring the differences to the (foods in Process 
account.

3. Transfer of Oooda In Process Account to the finished 
Oooda Account.

4. Transfer the Finished Goods Account to the Profit and 
Loss Account.

5. Transfer the Sales to the Profit and Loss Account.
6. Transfer the Profit and boas Account to the Proprietor* e 

Account.
7. Construct a £ (.dense Sheet
8. Construct a Profit and Loos Statement.
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CClO f ACOPOHflNO Kxercise 15
Bob. 1 - K. J. Remolds invented $50,000 la shoe immafiicturiag 

business.
h ~ Paid rent for month $1,000.00.
3 - Bought leather $10,000 cash.
3 - Bought dpe $1,000 cash.
3 - Bought machinery $50,000 on account from Brown Oho© Co.
4 - Placed $5,000 leather end $500 dye in process.
5 - Bought for cash $500 thread
5 - Placed $300 thread in process
6 - Paid labor for week $1,200.
8 • Place 1000 pairs of shoes in storeroom, cost placed at 

$2.23, a pair.
8 - Sold for cash 300 prs. shoes at $326*00.
8 - Placed in process leather $5,000, thread $100, Dye $200. 
9,- Rrannaldc invested $50,000 more in business.
$ « P:4A Brown Shoe Co., on account $26,000.

10 - Sold B« Poe o« account 100 pro. shoes at $3,30 a p t.lv ,
10 - Bought leather from Blade ?«d Co., f16,000 on aceo*unt.
11 - Placed $5,000 leather in process.
13 - Sold 300 pairs shoes at $3.36 to densen and Co., on 

account.
13 - Paid laborm,600 for week.
13 - Placed 2000 pro. shoes, cost $2.83 in storeroom.
18 - Placed in process $2,000 dye, $5,000 leather, $100 thread. 
15 - Bought $1,000 dye end $500 thread paying cash for it.
15 - Bold Hosier and Co., $350, dices on account.
15 - Sold Vxyktam Co., 700 shoes on account.
16 - Paid Brown Shoe Co., $10,000 on account 16.
16 - Brown Smith Co., paid us $300,00 on a purchase by them

of $700 worth of shoes balance on account.
17 - Paid Salesmen salaries for first half of month $400.
17 - Sold 300 prs. shoes for cash at $3.35 e pair.
18 - R. J. RsMta&do withdrew $1,000 for personal use.
18 ~ H. Roe paid us the amount he owed ua.
19 - ft. J. Bennalds asked for a check for $250 to pay a

personal debt.
19 - Bought leather from Black & Co.* $10,000 on account.
30 - Paid Black & Co., for leather purchased on the 10th.
20 - Paid labor* for week $1,500.
30 - Placed 1000 prs. shoes in storeroom, cost the same as 

before.
22 » Placed in process $5,000 leather, $800 dye and 100 thread.
23 - BrotaW: iiith Co., paid bulsaee due us.
33 - Sold Benson and Co., on account $700 shoes.
23 - Sold Burner & Co. on account $700 shoes.
34 - Jenson rand Co., paid ua cash for sale of Veto, 12.
34 - Placed 3000 prs. shoes in storeroom - cost $2,23.
28.- Received $350 on account from Bauer & Co.
21 - Sold 1. Roe 200 prs. shoes on account at $3.60 a pair.
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Feb* 25 • Rermelds withdraw $1,000 from busineee for own use.
36 - 4000 pairs shoes delivered to storeroom coat same as

above,
37 - Paid salesmen for last half of month $400,
37 - Paid labor?, $1,500 for week.

Take a 3?rial Balance
28 - Transfer labor to Goods in Process,
28 - Transfer Machinery need $500 to Goods in Process,
39 - By actual count of shoes in storeroom we find there 

to be 9200 pairs.
28 - Trssnefor coat of shoes sold * difference between total 

number of shoes placed in storeroom and inventory - to 
Profit and loss Aect.

28 - Transfer rent and Salesmen's salaries to Profit and 
loss Acot.

38 - Transfer Sales to Profit and loss.
38 - Transfer profit (Balance of Profit and loss Account at 

title point) to Capital Account.
Instructions?

Take a trial balance after these as jus tenants - known as 
dosing the booke - This trial balance is known as A Post 
Closing Trial Balance.

Make a Profit and Loss Statement.
Make a Balance Sheet.
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CClOf Acccumuc Rxereiss 19
Mar. 1 - H. J. Brown invested $75*000 in a ahoe manufacturing 

business.
1 - Paid rent of month $1*500,
3 - Bought leather $10*000 cash.
3 - Benight djie $600 cash.
3 - Bought machinery $35*000 on account from Shoe Supply Co.
4 - Placed $5 *000 leather and $600 dye in process,
6 - Bought for ©ash $700 thread.
5 * Placed $300 thread in process.
6 - Paid labor- for week $1,600.
6 - Placed 1000 pairs shoes in storeroom* coot placed at 

$3.03.
8 - Sold for cash 300 pairs ©hoes at $338.
8 - Brown Smith Co., bought from us 300 prs. shoes at $700.
8 - Placed in process leather £5*000, thread $100.
9 - Brown invests $28*000 more in business.
9 - Paid Shoo Supply Col, on account $15,000.
10 - Sold 11, Treagen on account 100 prs. shoes at $3,30
10 - Bought leather from Black and Co., $16,000 on account.
11 - Placed $5,000 leather in process.
13 * Sold 200 pro., shoes to Hero and Co.* on account at $3.35. 
13 - Paid labor; 81,600 for week.
13 - I’laced 3000 pre. shoes - cost $2.03 in storeroom.
15 - Placed in process $5,000 leather, $100 thread.
15 - Placed in process $5,000 leather, 100 thread.

Bought $1,000 dye and $500 thread paying cash for it.
Sold Bauer and Co., $350. shoes on account.
Sold Pryknum Co., $700. shoes for cash.

18 - Paid Shoo Supply Co., $5,000 on account.
Brown Smith Co., paid us $300 on account.

17 - Paid Salesmen salaries for first half of month $500.
Sold 300 prs. shoes for cash at $3,38.

18 - R. J. Brown withdrew $1,000 for personal use.
M, Trengen paid us the amount he owed us,

19 - R. J. Brown asked for a cheek of $350 to pay a
personal debt.
Bought leather from Black & Co., $10,000 on account.

30 - Paid Black A Co., for leather purchased on the 10th.
Paid labor . for week $1,500.
Placed 1000 para, shoes in storeroom, cost the same 
as before.

33 - Placed in process $5,000 leather, $200 dye rod $100 thread.
Brown-: >mith paid balance due us.
Sold Boro and Co., on account $700 shoes.

23 - Sold Bauer and Co., on account $700.
34 - loro and Co., paid us cash for sale of Fob. 12.

Placed 3000 prs. shoes in storeroom - same cost.
28 - Received $350 on account from Bauer and Co.

Sold R. Roe 200 prs., shoes on account at $3.80 a pair. 
Brown withdrew $1,000 from business for turn use.
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M&r. 36 - 4000 prs. oboes dciivereu to storeroom coot the same.
27 - Paid salesmen for last half of month $700.

Piiid labor $1,600 for week.
f nice a Trial Balance

31 - Transfer Labor to lioode In Process.
Transfer Brewings to Capital.
by actual count of shoos in storeroom vs find there to 
be 9200 pairs.
Transfer cost of shoes sold to Profit and Loss Account. 
Machinery depreciates at the rats of 20$ a  year. Set 
up a reserve remembering that this is for one month only. 
Transfer Kent* Salesmen Salaries and Depreciation Ex
pense to P. & L.
Transfer Sales to Profit and Loss.
Transfer profit to Capital account.

Instructions!
Take a Trial Balance after these adjustments (Post Closing 
T.B.).

hake a Profit and Loss Statement.
Make a Balance Sheet.
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CClOf m mwsTwa Exercise 20
R. J. Black 
Trial Balance 
January 21, 1932

Cash 29,400
R. J. Black, Capital 100,000
Rent 1,300
R. J. Black, Drawing 2,oeo
Leather 10,000
Rye 900
Machinery 50,000
Brown Shoe Co. 15,000
finished Goods 24,530
Office Expanse 70
President*s Salary 500
Office Salaries 300
Office Rent ISO
Salesmen Salaries 700
Salesmen Traveling Expenses 500
Show Room Rent 300
Show Room Clerk Salary 100
Goods in Process 2,070
Thread 500
Labor 5,800
Accounts Receivable 6,100

(R. Roe 1000.00)
(J. Doe 2000.00)
(Smith & Co. 1000.00)
(Brown & Co. 1100.00)
(H. ». 8. P. r a w )Blanc & Co. 10,000

Sales
.m w

Instructions:
1. Sot up the Trial Balance in Ledger Accounts nnd 

& - Close sales into Profit and Loss Account, 
b - Close Depreciation Expense into Goods in Process, 

account. Mote - Machinery depreciated at the rate 
of 2$ each month.

o - Close labor into Goods in Process, 
d - Close Selling and Mtainir.tr at ion Expense into r. & L. 
e - Close Cost of Goods Sold into P. & i. account, 
f - Close all other expenses to P, & L. account, 
g - Close Brewing to Capital.
h - Close Profit and toss account to Capital (Profit).
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2. Rule those accounts that are closed (do not balance 
other accounts.

3. fake a Post Glossing frial Balance.
4. Make ifenufactaxing Statement

Purchases - leather $25*000
Dye 9,000
fhread 4,000

So burden* other than depreciation
5. from this trial balance, aak® a Profit and loss Statement

(Finished Goods Inventory 9200 prs. shoos cost #2,00),
6. Prepare a Balance Shoot,
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KJOmciSB oxvnra practice on use o f cash book
AS SPECIAL JOURNAL

CGlOf Exercise 33'
Enter the following transactions in a Cash Book, Poet* and 

take a Trial Balance of your Ledger.
June 1 « A, ?, Full invested $3000.00 cash in business.

15 - 0. M. Hall purchased for cash $318.20 Merchandise.
18 - M. H. Bohle paid $110.00 on account.
23 - J. L. Duncan paid $125.00 in full of his personal account. 
27 - J. N. Muller bought for cash $342,65 Merchandise.
2 - Paid Rent for raonth $85.00
3 - Paid Dobson on account $1200.00.

16 - A. 7. Full withdrew for his personal use $125.00.
30 - Dobson Bros., were paid $345.42 in full of account.
30 - Paid salaries for Junet Bookkeeper, $90.00 end

Clerk, $80.00
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KXKRGIB8 GI'-IHO FFUCTICK OH USB OF HTRCHASB JOURNAL
CC18f XxvVeiM 24*

Bator the following transactions ia a Purchase Journal. Foot 
to the Ledger Accounts - during the month and at the end of the month, 
fake a ?rl«l Balance.

July 1 - Purchased from Borton and Cox, Cleveland 2/l0, a/30 
$155.90.

2 - Purchased from Day Bros., City, H/30, $138.50.
3 - Purchased from M. H. Wot tea, Uniontown, 60 days, $331.65.
4 - Purchased from Burton and Cox, Cleveland, H/30, $344.50 
6 - Purchased from Red Star Creamery, Lakeville, $160.00.
6 - Purchased from Day Brothers, $129.95.
11 - Purchased from Smith Bros., Rockland, 30 days, *190,00.
14 - Purchased from Bodge Bros,, City, $158.27.
18 • Purchased from Burton and Cox, 30 days, $204.15,
19 - Purchased from Jones Co., Chicago, lf/60, $432.45
20 - Purchased from Smith Bros., Rockland, 30 days, $133,32. 
22 • Purchased from John Roe, Ho* Yoric, 2/10, K/30, $231.76.
25 - Purchased from Richard Doe, Ct. Louis, H/30, $219.20.
26 - Purchased from Jones lb Co., Chicago, H/30, $ 84.25.
28 - Purchased from Dry Bros., $128.43.
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CClOf feerclse 26
Record the following transactions in a Sales Journal» Post, end 

toko a M o l  Balance of the Ledger.
July 3 - Sold B. B. itorton, City, $121.60.

8 - Sold C. H. Willitaas, Winton Place, 60 d«yu, $127.95.
9 - Sold A. L. Hart Co., St. Louie, 30 days, $167.73
14 - Sold Samuel Solomon, 49 Third Are., City, 30 days, $169.65.
18 - Sold Tyler Bros., 69 Main St., City, 90 days, $136.40.
19 - Sold B. B. Morton, $209.55.
20 - Ley Bros., bought from us Mdse., teme 30 days, $201.29.
33 - C. H. Williams bought Mdse., from ua, tern® 60 days, $88.76.
34 - Sold B. B. Watson, 98 Spruce St., City, $78.20.
27 • A. I. Hurt bought $69.60 Mdse., from us, terms 30 days.
29 - Sold C. W. Watkins, Toledo, toms, 30 days, $304.45.
30 - Sold Tyler Bros., 90 days, $204.55.
30 - Sold Way and W*y, $69.87 Mdse., Toms 3/10, H/30.

KKHRCXBB OIVXHG F&SOTXtSS OH USB OF SALB8 i& m &
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ecio M xo w m m

Journalise the following transactions dating them la the present
year.

August 1 - J. D. Gaylord. Invested $9000 cash and $1000 merchandise 
in business.

2 - Purchased uorchjin&iae for cash, $3,000.00
3 - Purchased store ecjuirsaent for cash, $800.00

(Dehit Store Kquipnent).
4 « Paid the store rant for the month, $100.00.
6 •» Purchased office equipment for cash, $300.00.
6 - Purchased stationery, stamps, and other office supplies 

for $36.00, paying cash (charge expense).
8 - Sold merchandise for cash $125.00.
9 - Sold merchandise on account to H. K. James, $140.00.
10 - Purchased m  adding machine, $1300.00 paying cash

(Charge office equipment).
11 - Purchased sanies at a cost of $00.00, paying cash

(Store Equipment)•
13 - Sold merchandise on account to F.L.Barton, $335.00.
13 - Purchased merchandise from J. 7. Chittenden on account, 

$175.00.
15 - Received cash from H.K.James to settle his account.
16 - Purchased merchandise from J.f>.Bigelow on account, 145.00.
17 - Sold merchandise on account to O.N.Mitten, $276.00.
18 - Paid the clerk's salaries for the first half of Aug. $75.
23 - Collected $175.00 from F. L. Barton.
23 - Bold merchandise for cash, $160.00.
24 - Purchased merchandise for cash, $937.00.
25 - Paid J. V. Chittenden, $175,00.
26 - Purchased merchandise on account from J.B.Bigelow,$338.00. 
37 - Paid J. S, Bigelow for merchandise purchased on Aug. 16.
29 - Paid $2,00 for having windows washed

(Charge General expense).
31 - Paid cleric* s wages for the second half of the month, $75.00. 
31 - Depreciation on store equipment !$> a month.
31 - Depreciation on office equipment 1$ a month.

Post these transactions to ledger accounts.
The inventory at the end of August amounted to $3,971.00.
Draw up a statement of Profit and Loss for the month of August 

and balance sheet os of August 31.
Make and post Journal entries to close the books.
Prepare an after-closing trial balance.
1 Used after charge had been made to business operating for 

exchange only.

Kxercise 321
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